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Nepali expressive morphology
George van Driem

Expressives in Nepali constitute a word class with conspicuous and pronounced
sound symbolic properties. As parts of speech, expressives exhibit roughly the
tions similar to those parts of speech. Nepali expressives are not nonce onomatopoeic formations and are readily comprehensible to other speakers of the language.
Expressives are reputed often to be overlooked by lexicographers and neglected by
grammarians, though Nepali lexicographers are evidently of a higher calibre in this
regard. These parts of speech are an integral part of the grammar and lexicon of the
language. Whilst all speakers of Nepali use expressives, some speakers embellish
their speech with these parts of speech much more so than others.
All students of linguistics learn that the relationship between form and meaning
in language is arbitrary, as taught by Ferdinand de Saussure in Geneva at the beginning of the 20th century, thereby reformulating a strain of thought that had been
articulated in various ways since Julius Caesar Scaliger (1540). This view is yet
much older and can be traced back to Hermogenes, as he was depicted by Plato in
the 5th century bc
espoused the view that the relation between a linguistic form and its meaning was
as convinced that a natural and intrinsic relationship obtained between a linguistic
form and its meaning.
In this piece, Plato’s teacher Socrates explains that names are forms employed
as tools, such as awls and shuttles, to enable our understanding of reality. Using the
metaphor of tools, Socrates asserts that by virtue of the speech sounds and syllables
adducing etymologies, ranging from false folk etymologies and sound symbolic
free associations to morphologically real derivations, Socrates elucidates to the two
young men the more complex reality that language exhibits traits of both Cratylos’
semantic naturalism as well as Hermogenes’ conventionalism. Plato’s treatment of
the problem of naming culminates in a discussion of the distinction between the
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the conundrum as to whether constantly changing reality can ever be knowable,
and whether language can adequately serve as a lens through which we could ever
know reality.
In consonance with these more subtle deliberations, linguists have long made the
empirical observation that the relationship between form and meaning is, in fact,
not entirely arbitrary, a theme elaborated in 1663 by Johannes Clauberg (1663; cf.
Weber 1999; Wunderlin 2017). From 1774, Antoine Court de Gébelin developed
not arbitrary and that there was a biological basis for the tendency to associate
certain sounds with certain notions despite observable linguistic diversity. With
regard to the Valeur des Intonations de la Touche Labiale, for example, Court de
Gébelin wrote that:
…cette Touche étant la plus aisée à mettre en jeu, est la premiere dont les enfans fassent usage, & ils s’en servent pour désigner les Êtres agréables dont ils
sont environnés: ainsi la Nature ne commence à parler en eux que pour faire
mots enfantins, papa, mama, fanfan, bonbon, bouillie, baiser, poupon, poupée,
bobo, bibi, beau, bon, bien, ami, amie, banbin.
(1775: 335)
…La touche labiale, la plus aisée à mettre en jeu, la plus douce, la plus gracieuse, servit à désigner les premiers Etres que l’homme connoit, ceux qui
l’environnent & auxquels il doit tout, ceux qu’il aime de préférence; de-là
tous ces mots enfantins, papa, maman, fanfan, bonbon, baiser, poupée,
beau, bon, bien. On s’est servi également pour désigner la bouche & tous
les effets de la bouche, tels que le boire, le manger, le parler, le respirer,
& cela dans toutes les Langues, parce que toutes ont été puisées dans la
Nature.
(1776: 90–91)
Only two and a half centuries later was Court de Gébelin’s hypothesis that there
was a developmental biological basis for the phonaesthetic or sound symbolic values of certain articulations followed up by Morris Michael Lewis (1936)
made a systematic study of such phenomena.
In the ethnolinguistic handbook of the Himalayas, I noted that:
Onomatopoeic tendencies and idiophones such as ‘cuckoo’ also constitute
a deviation from the arbitrary nature of the relationship between meaning
and phonological form. Perhaps there are also neurological facts which
have not yet been understood which contribute to a probabilistic tendency
for proximal deictics in genetically unrelated languages to have high front
vowels, for distal deictics to have high back vowels, for words denoting
‘tongue’ to contain a lateral consonant, for words meaning ‘nose’ to contain
a nasal segment or feature, for second person pronouns to contain an [n],
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crustaceans with chitinous exoskeletons to sound ‘crunchy’ by virtue of a
voiceless velar /k/.
(van Driem 2001: 153)

Not surprisingly, the computational facilities for data crunching available
today have rendered possible quantitative studies, e.g.,
,
that have now begun to corroborate what has long been a widely appreciated
and well-established empirical observation in linguistics. Real breakthroughs
will come when the neurological basis comes to be understood for this phenomenon. Recent studies have only just begun to scrape the surface of this
inordinately complex domain, e.g., Husain et al. (2006), Theunissen and Elie
(2014), Cheung et al. (2016), Manca and Grimaldi (2016).

According to the 1991 census, just over nine million people, or about half of the
population of the kingdom of Nepal, were counted as native speakers of Nepali.
Yet, most, although by no means all, of the 18.5 million people tallied in the 1991
census had some command of Nepali as a second language, varying between
lation of Nepal was estimated to be about 30 million, including a sizeable numlanguage has become more widespread, notwithstanding the language rights that
have meanwhile been gained by the country’s many indigenous linguistic minorities. Furthermore, Nepali is the majority language in Darjeeling and Sikkim, and
Kumaon and in parts of northeastern India. Outside of Nepal, native speakers of the
language have been estimated to number several millions of people. The present
study on Nepali expressives is based on traditional spoken usage today amongst
!"#$
and warrior caste or %& t(
, in central Nepal west of the a*+
th

extant text written in Nepali according to

: 25) is a short biogra-

authentically datable manuscript in Nepali to be the 1716 translation of an Ayurvedic medical text (1989: 456). In the 18th and 19th centuries, the production of Nepali
prose texts reached a crescendo, judging from the manuscripts which have survived. However, Abhi
reported that only 19 manuscripts in Nepali
valley in 1769, comprising medical texts, royal biographies and Hindu religious
treatises.
over 400 “Purbutti” words, on the basis of which he was able to ascertain that:
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the Purbutti dialect is evidently a derivative from the Sanscrit, agreeing very
(Kirkpatrick 1811: 221)
Hodgson called the language “Khas or Parbattia” (1847). The term ,- Khas,
sometimes written as ,.
, is an ethnonym denoting the Indo-Aryan language community which settled in western Nepal and thence historically spread
eastward, whereas the term /012(3
denotes “montane, alpine” speech.
Alexander Ayton in his book A Grammar of the Népalese Language,
description of the language, and today a rare and precious collector’s item. Ayton
was a lieutenant and an assistant professor of the Arabic and Persian languages at
the College of Fort William near Calcutta, where he succumbed to malaria a year
before his grammar was published.
in Nepal itself, since the term $&/"4 5"6"
“Nepal language” applied
to Newar. In fact, George Grierson objected vigorously to the use of the term
“Nepali” and preferred to call the language only by its original name ,- 789" Khas
“language of the Khas”.

language of Nepal, but only that of the Aryan rulers of the country. The inhabitants of Nepal itself give this name (in a slightly corrupted form) to the prin(Grierson 1916, ix (iv): 18)

translation of the
appearance of the Nepali

is conventionally hailed as a watershed in the

to have been the
or Urdichter
brought back a printing press from Europe in 1851 to print government notices, but
the printing of Nepali books and periodicals in Nepal itself did not commence until the
years. Sanskrit was increasingly abandoned in favour of the vernacular as the language
of writing, as Nepali bloomed as a language of literature in both prose and verse.
,- 789"
“language of the Khas” to :;9," 5"6"
“the language of Gorkha” or
just :;9,"4(
, by which name the language had already come to be
known informally since the Gorkha conquest. The :;9,"/t
, today
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prime minister for four months in 1901. In 1913, the :;9," 5"6" p7"=.$( ->?@2
“Gorkha language publishing committee” was
established in order to publish books in Nepali as well as to propagate, monitor
$&/"4(

-

in the 1920s.
Turner. After studying Indology in Cambridge and Paris and teaching Sanskrit
against the Ottoman Turks in Palestine. After demobilisation in 1920, Turner
compiled the Comparative and Etymological Dictionary of the Nepali Language, published in London in 1931. He was knighted in 1950, and only after
retiring in 1957 as professor of Sanskrit at the University of London, a chair
which he had held for two decades, did he compile the many fascicles of the
Comparative and Etymological Dictionary of the Indo-Aryan Languages, brought out in instalments between 1962 and 1966 (Wright and
Cowan 1984).
The most authoritative Nepali dictionary,
was comPokhrel. The dictionary was published in Kathmandu in vs 2040 (i.e., ad 1983–
84) by the Royal Nepal Academy or $&/"4 9"я7B3 pj"-p@2D"$
. More recent editions of the dictionary have since appeared,
which in some cases even neglected to mention the original principal main compilers. Amidst a sea of ephemeral lesser attempts, the excellent English-Nepali
vs 2028) and
are now clasvs 2044) is an erudite and
valuable work, and a good and practical English-Nepali dictionary was compiled by
. The Nepali-English dictionary compiled by Candra
1971
death deserves special mention because it contains some interesting and otherwise undocumented or antiquated Nepali lexical material. The Russian-Nepali
dictionary by Korolëv and Kudrjavcev (1975) and the Nepali-Russian dictionary by
are outstanding works of lexicography.
older terms /012(3
or /012& parvate, ,- 789"
and :;9,"4(
are still used throughout Nepal, especially by non-native speakers
of Nepali to designate the national language, as well as by native speakers of
old Nepali poetry entitled
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wrote a patriotic history of Nepali literature entitled
specimens and texts from 1336 to 1866.
Following the pioneering grammar written by Ayton in 1820, early attempts at
describing the grammar of Nepali included Turnbull (1904), Morland-Hughes (1947),
Meerendonk (1949) and Gordon (1950), based on the language of Darjeeling and of
soldiers in the Gurkha regiments. After Nepal opened its borders in 1951, Nepali
became more popular as a language for foreigners to learn. Thomas Welbourne Clark
(1963) wrote an exemplary coursebook replete with exercises and grammatical notes.
Korolëv (1965) brought out a grammatical sketch in
Russian, followed three years later by the most sophisticated synoptic reference
grammar of the Nepali language to date, in the form of an appendix to the splendid
Nepali-Russian dictionary by
.
In sequel to the splendid work by Clark and Korolëv, two coursebooks by Matthews (1984) and Hutt and Subedi (1999) suffered from fundamental drawbacks,
which have already been detailed elsewhere (van Driem 2001: 1138–1140). Since
my earlier critique, a revamped edition of Hutt and Subedi’s coursebook has
2011). The complete
usable and useful, though still quite far from ideal. Another usable Nepali coursebook was produced by
of the Nepali language and a good Nepali course textbook remain sorely needed
desiderata. Meanwhile, a noteworthy collection of grammatical studies was pubvs 2045), and
a syntactic study of Nepali was written by Pokhrel (2004).
vs 2040),
and the choice in favour of conventional spelling raises a relevant issue. During a
private luncheon with the great sitar maestro at Child’s Hill on the 24th of September
2002, a couple of days after a memorable private sitar concert in London, one of
several interesting thoughts which the eminent virtuoso Ravi Shankar shared with
me was his perennial amazement at the implicit racial assumptions harboured by
many people of the Subcontinent. Although Ravi Shankar had trained a few Occidental musicians to play the sitar outstandingly, some listeners amongst Indian audiences would perceive these maestri as just pretending to play the sitar, since they
assumed that a person with a fair complexion and Western physiognomy could not
possibly be playing the sitar in a genuine, let alone adept fashion.
In a similar fashion, scholars in the Kathmandu Valley scoffed at Turner’s
(1931: 579) excellent proposal that the postposition -E: sãga
written phonologically as -F
reality of the living Nepali language as it is spoken.1 In principle, the
script is quite well-equipped to represent Nepali phonologically, but a fully phonemic spelling is not followed in practice. In fact, when some of the orthographic
proposals contained in Turner’s dictionary were rejected, a dispute was already
ongoing in the Kathmandu Valley about which words should be written with the
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letter 0 v and which should be written with ! b. The controversy about this intrivs 1965 (ad 1908–
The not fully phonemic character of Nepali orthography prompted various publishing houses to formulate their own sets of guidelines, whereby those outlined
vs 1991 (ad 1934–1935) came to be viewed as the most
authoritative.
Although susceptible to improvements that could render spelling more phonemic or morphophonological, on the whole Nepali orthography represents a sophisticated writing system. Yet, beginning in vs 2034 (i.e., ad 1977–1978), a number of
spelling controversies again broke out between scholars at Tribhuvan University
and the Curriculum Development Centre (/"Gk? @07"- 7&nd
Kendra). These disputes were only put to rest when 0l5?K+ L"M"4
itative dictionary
in vs 2040 (ad 1983–1984). The existence of this authoritative dictionary did not prevent a minor quibble erupting in
vs 2057 (ad 2000–2001) about whether or not the spelling of the word .M(L
“martyr” should perhaps be changed to -NML sahid.
In recent years, and in shrill contrast to the linguistically sensible orthographic
Nepal have undertaken to tamper with Nepalese orthography in a staggeringly
long understood observation that Nepali phonology no longer possesses a phonemic distinction corresponding to the spelling difference observed between the hs
hrasva vowel symbols i i and u u as opposed to the L(S1
vowel signs T and
U , nor does modern Nepalese phonology distinguish between the sibilants represented by three distinct symbols, . , 6 and - s, in
script. Spelling
conventions had increasingly become a source of vexation to Nepali pupils, particularly since Maoists had for years systematically disrupted an entire generation
of schooling by Nepal’s youth.
During a seminar held at the no longer so royal Nepal Academy between the
10th and 13th
2

These ideas inspired a group of busybodies inside the Curriculum Development
Centre of the Ministry of Education (=.k" ?Wt"43
) to tinker
with the Nepali spelling in school textbooks, and on the 27th of March 2012 these
self-appointed experts decided to implement the changes that they had devised.3
After several months, during which these bureaucrats busily botched Nepali spellraphy into law on the 6th of August 2012.4
at the Academy had hastily thrown together the seventh edition of the $&/"4( !XM2Y
.b7;.
, that was thoroughly polluted by this orthography.
The altered spellings in the new schoolbooks were characterised by such linguistic incompetence and such astonishing ignorance of Nepali orthographic
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traditions and of the principles governing Indic writing systems in general that

seconded by the scholars at the Department of Nepali at Tribhuvan University. A
grass-roots protest movement leapt into action, the most vocal group being the
$&/"4( 5"6" !["u ->?@2
“Save the Nepali language”
committee. A formal investigation was launched into abuse of power by the Ministry of Education.
Four years later, on the 9th of September 2016,5 in the name of the many aggrieved
books, taking the Ministry of Education and the Curriculum Development Centre
to the Supreme Court. The plaintiffs demanded that the court reverse the decision
to change spellings with an order of certiorari, and ultimately they won. The damon the 19th of September 2016 and again on the 17th of October 2016.6
haphazard reforms that he had enacted so that he could disavow any knowledge of
the content of the paperwork which he himself had signed. In consequence of the
Supreme Court rulings, the Academy was compelled to issue a directive on the 15th
of November 2016,7 withdrawing all copies of the dictionaries with the mutilated
spellings and advising a reversion to the authoritative edition of the
vs 2040).8
There has always been some natural variation in spelling amongst Nepali literati,
and this variation is acknowledged and documented in the authoritative vs 2040
edition of the
. However, in the wake of the я$ \n;4$
“people’s movement” of vs 2046 (ad 1990), the emergence of an unbridled press gave hordes of semi-literate people the chance to rush their ideas into
rampant proliferation of uneducated orthographies worsened, and a small group
echelons of the Nepal Academy. In the wake of the egregious episode recently
ing a return to the lovely traditional spelling.
Amongst genuine literati, some natural variation in spelling will no doubt
persist, however, and, as time goes by, orthographic ameliorations of a more
sophisticated, linguistically informed and less interventionist nature will no
doubt be proposed. Perhaps one day, a few of Turner’s proposals, such as his
sensibly phonemic spelling of the postposition -F
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occlusive will one day in future come to be applied more generally in all such
cases in a consistent fashion.

Despite their phonaesthetic and sometimes onomatopoeic character, Nepali
expressives do not have vague senses, but instead convey precise meanings and
, 1976, 1979, 1994, 2001) and Nagaraja (2003) have pointed out that expressives in many Austroasiatic languages
behave similarly. Despite elements of sound symbolism, expressives represent
a phenomenon distinct from ideophones and onomatopoeia. At the same time, a
spectrum exists that ranges from onomatopoeia to regular adverbs and predicate
ers of Nepali are aware that expressives are different from other parts of speech,
of the language. Instead, a sound mastery of the expressives described here and
many more besides would serve as a hallmark of a good command of the language.
Although expressives are pregnant with sound symbolism, expressives should
be distinguished from onomatopoeic forms. The Nepali language is richly endowed
with onomatopoeia, and onomatopoeic parts of speech that convey acoustic
imagery might be nouns or verbs. For example, the word :^"F:8_8F
or the crackling roar of thunder.
(1)

5L` ?NM$"?" \7".?" !a( :^"F:8_8F :%1 । t@2 !&4" ,;4"?" 2(2& def% ।

time, tiny [bitter tasting] minnows come out in the streams.
(2)

:^"F:8_8F :Lg % । !"NM9 $я" ।

It’s thundering. Don’t go outside.
The sound of a raging alpine brook in spate during the rainy season is captured by
the verb :a:a"u$8
. In the following sentence, a lowly drainage canal
is roaring onomatopoeically under similar circumstances.
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(3)

784;?" /"$( :a:a"e9 \3; ।

noise.
Nepali onomatopoeic forms can fascinate. A deluge of heavy rain makes the
sound L9999 darararara
-4444
salalalala
s"E
[swã].
Although expressives are pregnant with sound symbolism, expressives should
be distinguished from onomatopoeic nouns and verbs or onomatopoeic forms that
serve as interjections. As parts of speech in their own right, expressives behave
differently than onomatopoeia.
First of all, many expressives could not realistically be construed as representing cases of onomatopoeia. Secondly, Nepali prosody is renowned for its
pronounced and highly expressive intonational melodies, and expressives differ
from onomatopoeia in terms of their cadence. Nepali expressives are often pronounced at a higher pitch than the rest of the sentence in which they are embedded, whereas onomatopoeic forms, such as b"E
[bwããã] “moo” (of a cow)
and 58j8j8j8j8
usually tend to receive the same prosodic intonation as a direct quote. Thirdly,
adverbs and by predicate adjectives, though constraints apply, particularly in
a predicate adjective. Unlike expressives, however, adverbs and predicate adjectives are not pronounced at an elevated pitch with respect to the rest of the sentence either.

of Nepali expressives are reduplicated or rhyming forms. A smaller and perhaps
even more fascinating subset of expressives exhibits neither gemination nor evince
reduplication or rhyme. An astonishingly large number of Nepali expressives end
large group of expressives.
The expressive -8j8k
and furtively without others’ knowledge.
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(4)

.N$0"9 ?4"T ,!9 $:9(7$ -8L(/ -8j8k L;4," /; /8:&% ।
pug-e-cha
arrive-[ifp]-[3s]

po

As always, much is lost in translation. For example, the inferential past form pugecha has a mirative quality, and the adverb po means contrary to expectation and
governs the preceding constituent, i.e., the place name
.
English translations strive to capture the meanings present in the Nepali origquite rendered visible in the interlinear morpheme gloss, which serves mainly
to provide some insight into the syntactic and semantic structure of the original
(van Driem 2015), I reject the so-called “Leipzig glossing rules” and their Platonic essentialist underpinnings as part of a semantically stunted approach to language. Labels used in the interlinear morpheme glosses are explained in the list
of abbreviations at the end of this chapter. Glosses of lexical items, of course,
are not equivalent in meaning, merely expedient in being somewhat indicative
of the meaning of the Nepali word.9 Nepali orthography is not quite phonological, but comes rather close. Nepali is transliterated in keeping with Indological
convention, with minor adaptations, as explained in van Driem (2001: xi–xiii).
vs 2040). For the sake of completeness, a phonetic rendering is also
provided between square brackets using the symbols of the International Phonetic
Association.
The expressive -8j8k

(5)

?l4& -8!".-E: -8j8k 7"$&,8-( :Lm 9"я$4"T 9(- un& % ।

(6)

o-4(:8_(?" [;94& /31j77; ,l(!"j -8j8k /"E[ -37; $;j N$7"l; ।
cor-le
c
say-ko
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(7)

592 5"i4& 4k+ L"i7; /-1!"j L8T -3 */l3"E N$7"4&9 -8j8k :e% । aN$ 4k+
L"i4& s"M" /"e9 5924"T -tu"u$8 53; ।
say

bha-yo

(8)

$0($ 9 я$7 -8j8k 7;n"?" :e9 я;?-;? я"$& 3;я$" !$"e%$Y ।
]

3

plan

make-[ifp]-[3p]

made a plan to go off to Jomsom.
(9)

@2$(Mv4&

2w97"4& -8j8k 7"? :%1 $Y aN$ 7"? >!>ge/y% ?"t ?4"T ,!9 :%1 $Y ।

spoil-[mp]-[prt2
They work sneakily according to their own way of doing things and then only
after they mess things up do they inform me belatedly.
Another expressive which likewise denotes an action conducted in a clandestine manner is ,8-8k khusukka
-8j8k
and ,8-8k khusukka
-8j8k
occurs in the speech of every Nepali speaker and is far more frequent in usage than
,8-8k khusukka. The form -8j8k
is often used with an activity viewed
as illicit, e.g., -8j8k
“run off secretly, abscond”, -8j8k
“say secretly”. The expressive ,8-8k khusukka has a more favourable connotation as if the furtive action were performed discretely or by sleight of
hand. Therefore, in the last example, the form ,8-8k khusukka would be inappropriate because the lads spoilt the work.
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(10) ,"$" ,"e7; n"uE ?" b"3$4& /l-" =4$ ?"$&$ 29 ?l4& >!47; /l-" ,8-8k u-7; ,l(?"
M"=4NLeE ।
2

khusukka
1

but I secretly slipped the money for the food bill into his pocket.
(11) j(7" 9 p>?4"7; @00"M :$1 $NL$& 5$&9 \?"-!80"4& 5$&/y% u$(Mv S9!"j ,8-8k
3;я$" !$"e7" 9M&%$Y ।
10
2

3

khusukka

2

run.away-[inf3
and elope after mother and father said that they were not going to let them
get married.
(12) -8L(/4& ?&9; ,l(!"j ,8-8k e7 Mя"9 N$7"4&% ।
khusukka

The expressive /848k pulukka

2017),

characterisation is quite correct, but a focal component of the meaning appears
also to be feigned insouciance, so that observations are made without being too
obvious, thereby essentially stealing a glance.
(13) -87L&0 ? -E: 9(-"e9 /l; S9@29 :e7; % । я"$8 2 -W:(2& e7 [;j( /848k M&99& \u$8
2 t-4& 7& :Lg % … t; ।
]

1

pulukka

1

have a look, without being too obvious, to see what he’s up to, that guy.
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The expressive ,8t8k khutrukka
action or movement carried out in a light-footed, furtive and stealthy manner.
(14) >!9"4;4& S9>5t -WL.
8 ?" 9",&7; L8{ ,"ELl ys3; । t@2 !&4" ? S9 >5t /-| । aN$ >!9"4;
?4"T L&,&9 }"4!"j ,8t8k o=4 e9 5"g; ।
ghar-bhitra
-dai
Tyati

ma ghar

Ani

khutrukka orli-era
descend-[cg]

run.away-[pfp/3s].
The cat was inside the house drinking the milk that had been put in the wooden jar. At that moment I entered the house. Then, upon seeing me, the cat
dropped down stealthily from the window and ran off.
The expressive ,8tk
8 khutrukka
sounding but semantically quite distinct form ,8tk
8 l khutrukkai
expresses the meaning of an action or movement carried out all at once and all of a
sudden. Formally, the form ,8tk
8 l khutrukkai would appear to be a regular emphatic
form of the expressive ,8tk
8
khutrukka. However, the difference in meaning
between the two expressives is now so great that they represent distinct lexical items.
(15) !"j;?" NML" ,&w9 ,8"?" n& - 4":&9 ,8t8kl /9| ।

fall.down-[pfp/1s]
As I was walking down the road, I tripped and fell all at once.
The expressive 582k
8 bhutukka
both of which appear somehow to be notionally related in Nepali, namely being
stricken with anger and envy and being overwhelmed with a sudden unbearable pain.
(16) ?&9; p:@2 L&,&9 Mw9 _"M4& 5828k 5e9 ?3 ।
mar-yo
die-[pfp/3s]

bhutukka

Seeing my progress, Hari was green with envy.
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(17) NML" NMLl ,8; ae "?" n& - 4":&9 5828k 5eE ।

bhutukka
Whilst walking, I stubbed my toe/bumped my foot and it hurt like hell.
Unlike the pair of distinct expressives ,8t8k khutrukka and ,8t8kl khutrukkai, the
form 5828kl bhutukkai
sive 5828k bhutukka
5828kl 5eE bhutuk“I am overwhelmed with an unbearable pain”, the expression remains
ambiguous as to whether the suffering is caused by envy or physical pain.
The expressive я8*k
Since this expressive most often collocates with the verb
“rise”, the verb
often evokes the image of an abrupt rising.
(18) M"m; 789" ?$ $/9&9 =.0 я8*k un& 9 NM^; ।

walk-[pfp/3s]

(19) ? >!M"$ я8*k

>!>t7l 7"??" :eE ।
3

In the morning, as soon as I got up all of a sudden, I dashed off to work.
(20) aN$ -"s(4& d;$ :9&/y% я8*k un& 9 M2"9 M2"9?" -"s(4"T

:i3; ।

2

2

Then, after [his] friend called, he got up all at once and went off to meet the
friend in a big hurry.
A similar expressive, n$k
but not of rising or getting up, but of standing upright or becoming erect. The
expressive typically collocates with the verbs nW N7$8
“become erect,
stand upright” and nW 7"u$8
“make erect”, from which this expressive
derives.
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(21) 2l; S9?" !;7; 7"j&7; 9M&% । tM( 5e9 ? ?"-8
{"$ 5n" !_( 5e9 284;7; _n( n$k nW N73; ।
-

:e7; । ?"-8

2

k??" e7

3

It turns out that they had slaughtered a goat in the lower house. So, I went to
buy some meat. As we were weighing the meat, the weight indicator stood
suddenly upright because the portion of meat was heavier than one
.
In order to understand the utterance, it is helpful to know that the weight indicator
named a _n(
is a stick attached to a traditional Nepalese scale or tulo, which
is calibrated to assume a horizontal position if the object weighed is equivalent to
one
[i.e., twelve /"u
or roughly 2.33 kg], whereas the _n(
will
droop if the object weighed weighs less than a
and gradually rises towards
a vertical position as the object weighs more than a
n$k nW N73;
may be
used to refer to a sudden erection. However, in such contexts, the expressive 9$k
ranakka
the following crude utterance.
(22) t; 7&j(4"T L&,&9 ?&9; 9$k nn3; ।
ranakka
I got an erection when I saw that girl.
In a similar fashion, the expressive 2$k tanakka
2n$8 tankinu “become taut” and 2n"u$8
“make taut, stretch taut”. The
expressive 2$k tanakka conveys the meaning of taut and stretched.
2$k 2n"e9 t; o"$4"T [jk /"9&9

(23)

।

tanakka
put-[inf1]
Stretch the sheets taut across the bed and make the bed nicely.
The obvious etymological relationship which obtains between the expressives n$k
and 2$k tanakka and the verbs from which they derive is exceptional
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amongst Nepali expressives. In the case of 2$k tanakka, an entire word family
shares in the etymological relationship, including items such as
“sheet”,
2"$
“weave” and so forth.
Similarly, the expressive j$k
jn$8
“be infected, fester painfully”. The expressive j$k
conveys the
image of a festering wound throbbing with pain.
(24) ,8"7; S"u?" /(/ 5w9e9 /"7&% । S"u j$k jne9

:"h; 53; ?4"T 2 ।

hard for me just to walk.
(25) -87L&07; M"2?" >/4; /"7&7; L&,&9 j(7"4& -87L&04"T >/4; 7@27; j$k j$k :%1
5$&9 -;Ll ys3; ।

do-[prs/3s]

asking Sukadev just how much the boil was painfully throbbing.
As in the case of the expressives n$k
, 2$k tanakka and j$k
,
an etymological relationship obtains between the expressive d$k phanakka
dn$8 phankanu and its mediopassive counterpart dn$8
phankinu
spot”. An example of the use of this verb is in the following utterance.
(26) !ln7?" -!lя$"7; -M?@2 5e9 :9&7; N$+13?" 4;7 ?"$ ?"t N7$ dn 9",&7; % ।

meeting after everybody had come to be in agreement?
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(27) t-4"T 7& 53; । M"m; 789" y[t !8u&$ яs; % । d$k dn&9 :3; ।

phanakka
What’s with him. He appears to be displeased with what we were talking
about. He just butted out whilst giving the appearance of great displeasure.
A homophonous expressive d$k phanakka
to the verbs dn$8 phankanu and transitive dn"u$8
“to make a round
about something, to go or turn around in a sweeping circular motion”.
(28) 3M"E a:"N_7; "@d74& M"m; "k(4"T
ali

NLe$ । a=4 a:"N_!"j d$k Se? Ml ।
]

2

phanakka
phanakka

[Turning left…] Let’s just go up ahead a bit and then make a U-turn.
(29) ?l4& ?n94"T d$k e7 dn; 4"eE >!M"$l aN$ 7"??" :eE ।
phanakka

Early in the morning, I circumambulated the temple once and then went to
work.
Similar in form but distinct in meaning is the expressive d9k pharakka
etymologically related to the intransitive dN7$8 pharkinu and transitive d7mu$8
“turn back, turn around, return”. The form d9k pharakka evokes the
image of making an about-face. The following sentence was uttered on the phone
(30) 2E яM"E NMN_ 9M&7; %-Y tM"E!"j d9k d79 \i-Y 5$& ? 5e7; n"uE ?" \i /8%-Y ।
tã
rah-eko
chas
1

pharakka phark-era
phanakka

pug-chas

bhan-e

ma bha-eko
2

1

If you make an about-face from the direction in which you are presently
walking and then walk back from where you are now, then you will end up
at the spot where I am [standing].
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Similarly, the expressive -$k sanakka
-n$8
sankinu “be displeased, refuse angrily to do something” and the noun -$7 sanak
“angry resistance”.
(31) 5"i 2E4"T 7& 53; । >!s"9l !;f$ -kl$-Y । N7$ -$k -n&7; । y[t !8u&$ 5$& 5$ ।
!* !-&9 -l" :9 ।
2

]

sanakka
2

What’s wrong with you, little brother? Can’t you speak softly/slowly? Why
have you suddenly become so irate and obstinate? If you are displeased,
say what’s on your mind. Rather, let us sit together and talk it through.
Although the expressive -$k sanakka collocates readily with the verb to which
it is etymologically related, the expressive also leads a life of its own. Unless we
are dealing with homophones, the meaning of the expressive -$k sanakka is no
longer semantically restricted to irate obstinacy. In the context of cleaning, the
expressive -$k sanakka conveys the sense of removing all dirt from every nook
and cranny.
(32) ,"$" ,"i -7& /y% ??(4& [8h; -$k 4;j"u$8 53; ।
food

eat-[prt1

2

sanakka

mop.up.with.fresh.cow.dung-[inf1
eats] with fresh cow dung thoroughly.
(33) -$k /"9&9 \E :$ !a"9 2 ।
gan
Sweep the courtyard, removing the dirt and dust from every nook and cranny.
The preemptive expressive ,8*k khurukka
without putting up a fuss, without protest or excuses” is routinely used by those
who wield authority and deal with unruly staff or obstreperous individuals.
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(34) /NM4" ?l4& 5$&7; 7"? ,8*k :9 $ । aN$ t-/y% -;[4" ।
khurukka
this-after

think-[pos/1p]

about it.
(35) ,"$" ,"e/y% ,8*k /l-" @2$81 /r; N$ ।
food

eat-[prt2

khurukka

1

When you’re done eating, just pay without putting up any fuss.
(36) ?l4& я" 5$&/y% ,8*k 4&7-"i_ я" $ ।
2

khurukka

When I tell you to go to Lakeside, just go without putting up a fuss.
The expressive ,8*k khurukka is used not just to preempt protest, but also to preclude
the person being addressed trying to get out of doing something by other means. When
used in this way, the expressive ,8*k khurukka also conveys the sense of “at once”
and “without further delay”. For example, if a servant is asked to fetch a computer
from the next house, and he attempts to delegate the task to another orderly or delay
(37) ,8*k :e9 7tp8j9 \dl =4e9 \iя $ ।
khurukka
Go at once and just bring the computer yourself without further delay
[/k capakka
which conveys the sense of snugly or in an all-round embrace.
(38) -89.
& L"i4& ?4"T

>!>t7l [/k

#n ।
3

capakka

catch/grab-[inf1
embrace.
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Similar in sound but quite different in meaning is the expressive [-k casakka

(39) o-3;4& ,;L" ,&w9 [-k L8% ।
casakka
When you stick yourself [inadvertantly] with a needle, it hurts with a piercing
sensation.
(40) ? !:["?" 7"? :Lm ?&9; M"2?" 7"E_"4& [-k ,;p; ।
gar-da

casakka
casakka

khop-yo
stick/pierce-[pfp/3s]

Whilst working in the garden, my hand was stuck by a thorn giving a piercing
sensation.
This expressive [-k casakka can be used both for a physical feeling of pain as
well as a mentally piercing sensation of anguish, similar to being stuck by a thorn
or splinter in an emotional sense.
(41) $&/"47; 5e7m7; ,!9 -8n" 7;NM \dn /r; N7 5$&9 ?&9; ?$?" [-k y[-; /s; ।

casakka

pas-yo
enter-[pfp/3s]

When I heard the news of the earthquake in Nepal, my mind was chillingly
pierced by the idea that perhaps one of my relatives could have been hurt.
(42) ?$?" [-k 789" >!j; ।
casakka
The matter seared my mind in a piercing fashion.
(43) 2&9; 789"4& ?&9; ?$ [-k 53; ।
casakka
What you are telling gives me a piercing feeling of unpleasantness.
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The expressive j8 p8k
evoked by the English expression “speaking of the devil”. In other words, this
form is used when someone makes an appearance at the moment that this person
Nepali utterances.
(44) -8N$47; 789" :Lm :Lg u j8 p8k tM¢ \i/8g; ।

come-[prt1
Just when we were speaking about Sunil, he showed up by sheer coincidence
(45) 9"?4"T M"?(-E: y[20$ $4lя"$& 5$&7; 29 M"?(
ekl %;_&9
>?4&$ ।

!&4"?" u j8 pk
8 \i/8g; । t-l4&
]-go-[inf3

1

but

we

set.off-[inf3

come-[prt1]
]

2

mil-ena
be.all.right-[neg/pfp/3s]

but at the moment that we were about to leave, he showed up by sheer
coincidence, and so we could not just leave him by himself.
(46) ?&9; @063?" -"s(Mv 789" 7"¤Ll 9M&%$Y । t@2 !&4l ? j8 p8k tM"E /8:&E । ?4"T L&,&9
-!lя$" яr"7Y я8*k un& 9 NM_& ।
rah-e-chan,
tyati

belai
get.up-[cg]

walk.off-[pfp/3p]
It turns out that the friends were badmouthing me, and by sheer coincidence I
showed up at that very moment. Upon seeing me, they all got up abruptly
and walked off.
The last example contains not just an instance of the expressive j8 p8k
я8*k
яr"7Y я8*k
awkward image of everybody getting up all at once in great haste.
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The expressive /8j8k
up in the fashion of a boil or pimple, as in the following sentences. The second sentence was heard uttered by a native speaker of Nepali in response to televised images.
(47) /8j8k d;7; un& 7; ।

A blister came up and formed just like that.
(48) ?8¥s?Mv4& p"s1$" :Lm ,&w9 @2N$Mv7; ["7 /8j8k un& 7; #n ।

When Muslims pray, their rear quarters all pop up.
(49) 58E_& ?"n&7; /&j /8j8k a:"N_ \e7; ।

A fat man’s stomach pops out forward like this.
The expressive d828kl phutukkai
the point of bursting.
(50) M480"!&L v,?" d828kl /"7&% ।
phutukkai
The persimmons ripened on the tree until they were about to burst open.
(51) M"m; S97; am"7; !;j?" L8T-["9 0j" am"Mv /828k& 5e9 /"N7 -k" /N$ 7-l4& 3"L
:9&$%$Y । 7-l4& /N$ j(/&9 ,"e$$Y ।

1

eat-[neg/pfp/3p]
Even though two to four of the guavas on our guava tree had completed
ripening until they were about to burst open, nobody paid them any heed.
Nobody picked and ate them.
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The expressive jk
into an orderly and tidy state.
(52) -!l 789" jk >?4"e9 9", 2 !"!8 ।

11

[jk

y[¨jk

(53) [jk /9&9 -;©l$( 72" NM_7
& ; M; ।
12

Where is it that you are off to, sis, all done up and pretty like that?
(54) -8L(/ 5"i o-«k? я"$& 5$&9 [jk /9&9 :3; ।
ga-yo
go-[pfp/3s]

become-[cg]

3

(55) -87L&07; яn( я"$& 5$&9 aя81$ [jk 5e9 S9!"j NM^; ।
3

In order to take part in Sukadev’s marital procession, Arjun left the house
after getting himself all nicely groomed.
(56) L.7; !&4"?" $&/"47; S9Mv y[¨jk /"9&9 ¬W:"w9n$Y ।
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(57) -89.
& L"i \uE Ll #$8 #n 5$&9 ?l4l

7;n" y[¨jk /"9&9 9",&7; %8 ।
1

The expressive !8*k burukka
!8481k burlukka
the image of jumping or bolting in an agitated or overly excited fashion.
(58) 5l-( :"_(4"T L&,&9 !8*k u@3; ।
burukka
Upon seeing the car, the buffalo bolted suddenly in an excited fashion
(59) !8*k u&9 N7$ я"$& @0L&. ।
burukka

3

Why do you want to bolt off suddenly and go abroad?
The expressive 58-8k bhusukka
(60) 58-8k >!-7; % ।

He forgot completely
/jk

/jkl

Though similar in meaning, the two expressives are used quite differently. Moreover, the form /jkl
word /j7
/jkl
, the
etymological transparency is so clear that treating the form as an expressive is
expressives.
(61) t; ?"n&4"T ®6y{ /jkl ["NMnl$ ।

That guy absolutely does not need any medicine
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(62) ?4"T [89;j ,"$& ?"n& /jkl ?$ /Lg$$Y ।
3

I can’t stand cigarette smokers.
(63) N79$4& M"?(4"T 5$&7; 789" /jkl >?4&$ ।

What Kiran told us isn’t true at all.
(64) NMя; \я a.;7 5924& 4:"e7; 7"? /jkl :Lg$ 9& ।

(65) -87L&04& S9 -d" :9&7; /jkl 5e$ ।

The way that Sukadev cleaned the house won’t do at all.
13
The expressive ¯k chakka
conveys the image of astonishment and
is used in collocation with the verb /$81 parnu “fall” to express amazement. As in
the case of the form /jkl
, the choice to treat this form as an expressive

expressives, with the gemination of the voiceless velar plosive.
(66) t; 78i9&4& $&/"4( !;4&7; -8$&9 tM"E !-&7" $&/"4(Mv %k /9&9 t-4& !;4&7; 789" [",
=4e9 -8$&7" ।
tyo kuire-le
bol-eko
sun-era

li-era

chakka

tyas-le

bol-eko

Those Nepalis were amazed when they heard that gora speaking Nepali and
then took an interest in what he was saying and [sat there and] listened to him.
The expressive a8 k
whereas the second, like all the other example sentences, is a spoken utterance.
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(67) $&/"4 !"NM9 %8 5$&9 a/9"{( a8 k #$& NL$ :e, @0L&.?" :9& /N$ $&/"4?l :9& -9M 7"$8$
°$ /"w92 ।
3

2

2

apply-[inf3
The days are now gone that criminals can be free of worry thinking that they
are outside of Nepal, legislation has been decided that crimes committed
abroad will be treated before the law as if they had been committed in
Nepal.
(68) я($"$ @0±@0L3"434& k"n;$!"j -!l 7":я/t /n"e9 -8L(/4& aNM4& [($7; >5я"
/"uE %
789"?" ? a! a8 k 5eE ।

3

Now that Jìnán University has sent all the paperwork from Canton
[student] visa.
The expressive -41k sarlakka
one go.
(69) ?l4& M&Lm M&Lg -/14& o-:l ´":82; -41k N$l; ।
sarlakka nil-yo
swallow-[pfp/3s]
As I looked on, the snake swallowed the frog whole in just one gulp
(70) t; >?st(4& ?&9; 7"? -41k e7l NL$?" -!l o-¶"3; ।

complete-[pfp/3s]
That tradesman completed all my work in one go within a single day
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The expressive j8 -k
(71) [9(7;j \u$7; 4"@: :"_( 789&9 !-&7; । 78Lm 78Lm :"_( $\e9 ? tM¢ !"j;7; N_4?"
j8 -8k !-&7; ?"tl yseE :"_( \i M"l; । aN$ :"_(?" [a&9 ? [9(7;j@29 4":| ।
2

1

even though I had been waiting for so long, I just sat down on my haunches
at the roadsides, and just as I had sat down, the vehicle showed up, and
The expressive -848k sulukka conjures up the image of swallowing whole without
chewing.
(72) -/14& ´":82;4"T M&Lm M&Lg -848k N$l; ।
nil-yo
swallow-[pfp/3s]

sukukka

As I looked on, the snake swallowed the frog whole.
The expressive >/=4k pilikka
An iterative form /4"7 >/=4k
can collocate with the verb :$81 garnu “do”. Whether this expressive in such colloevent, >/=4k pilikka and /4"7 >/=4k
only expressives that can occur as complements of the verb :$81 garnu “do”.
(73) >/=4k :9&9 ["F /r; ।
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(74) \7".?" >!я84( [Kt7nl % /4"7 >/=4k :9&7; !&4"?" ["F M"n ।

bolt of lightning will strike.
complete. However, this subset of Nepali expressives accounts for about half of the
forms in the present study. The preponderance of these forms and the etymological
transparency of forms such as n$k
, 2$k tanakka, j$k
and
d$k phanakka
a productive morphological process. However, the form ?k makkha

(75) 7& M; ?M&. । ,8! ?k /9&9 !-&7" %` । 7& 53; ts; ।

about something. What happened to make you feel like that.

The following sets of expressives is a smaller set ending in the geminate sequence
d"d8
“à l’improviste, in
a makeshift fashion”.
(76) d"d8 -!l4& aEg&я( !;f%$Y ।

In a makeshift fashion, everybody can make do in English
(77) ?4"T t; 7"? :$1 t@2 9"m; \uE Ll$ 29 d"d8 7"? [4"u$ -¸%8 ।
2

2

I don’t know that well how to go about doing that work, but I can try to
improvise.
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The expressive s"
the expressive ¹0"
(78) 9"?4& !"j;?" :"_( \uE L" \uE Ll s" !"j; 7"; ।

(79) -n;6 5"i $-;{(7$ s" 7;n">5t \e9 N72"! =4e9 :3; ।
room-inside come-[cg]

the book and went off.
(80) \я >!M"$ 297"9( 7"¤L" 7"¤Ll ?&9; M"2 ¹0" 7"; ।

cut-[pfp/3s]
This morning, whilst cutting the vegetables, I suddenly cut my hand.
(81) L.?" ?"9 M"n" !;7"7; :{1$ e7l /j7?" ¹0" y%$"u$8 /%1 $5e Le5mg #n ।

sever-[inf1

2

of the goat with one fell swoop [so that the goat suffers no pain], otherwise
it will bring misfortune.
(82) 9"? >/F ,&l" ,&ll >/F7; _;9( ¹0" y%$&9 u-7; LeS1j$" 53; ।

Whilst playing on the large festival swing, the rope snapped in two and he
suffered an accident.
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(83) *, -({" !$"u$ 5$&9 *,?" _;9( !"E{&9 2"$&7; । _;9( ?7"e7; 9M&% । v, -({" #$
\¤L" ,&w9 _;9( ¹0" [8N_3; । *, 24 :3; । ?"n& /9 /8g; ।
2

hu-na
kheri

]
2
rukh tala

In order to straighten a tree, [we] had tied a rope to the tree and were pulling
it straight. The rope had become rotten, however. Just at the moment that
the tree was about to be straight, the rope snapped in two. The tree fell back
down, and the guys all landed in the other direction.
The expressive »0"

¹0"
-

ing with a jolt, evoking the impression of greater force.
(84) ?;!"i4 ["я1 :Lm ["я19 >!g&9 M"2?" »0" 79&n 4"g; ।

Whilst recharging the mobile phone, because the charger was broken, I suddenly got an electric shock in my hand.
(85) 5-(4& L"m; »0" y%$"e9 5"g; ।

The buffalo snapped the tether in two and ran off.
(86) *, 7"¤L" ,&w9 я@2 !&4" *, af% n(7 t@2 !&4l »0" !4 4:"e9 \d8 @29

।

]

1

When chopping down a tree, at precisely the moment that the tree begins to
fall, exert force with a sudden burst of strength and pull the tree towards
yourself.
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(87) \dl »0" y%n; ।
self/[emph]
It snapped in two by itself with great force.
The expressive ¾"
briskly and without assiduity. In the context of striking something with a projectile,
the expressive ¾"
represents the action was done with effect but in a casual
(88) ?4"T a=4 M2"9 % । ? ?&9; 7"?["NM /NM4" ¾" -7"e9 \uE %8 । aN$ !-&9 789" :94"
Ml ।

hai
hey
we’ll sit down together and talk the matter through, all right.
(89) -WL(/4& :84&4(4& ¾" M"$&9 *,?" 5e7; a8 7894"T 58iE?" u"w9 NL3; ।

tree to drop down to the ground.
(90) 9;NM24& ?4"T d;$ :9&9 @2?(Mv e7l y%$ /,¿ Ll :9 । ?&9; !"j;?" a=47@2 7"? % ।
t-4"T ¾" -7"e9 \i M"f%8 5$&7; % ।

1

Rohit rang me up and said that we should just keep waiting for one more secthat up in a jiffy and then I’ll be right there”.
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now examine expressives ending in the voiceless dental geminate sequence
48t lutta
report that this expressive also conveys the notion of concealment or concealed
activity.
(91) /9 !"j >!9"4;4& ?8-"4"T 4,¤Ll \e7; ys3; ?8-" 48t p"4?" y%3 । >!9"4; M&97
& ; M&9l
53; ।

lutta

From over there the cat came chasing after the mouse, and the mouse slipped
into the hole. The cat could do nothing but keep looking on in powerless
bewilderment.
As the astute reader may have surmised from the semantic description, just provided, the expressive 48t lutta
although this realm of discourse presumably does not constitute a routine topic of
conversation for all speakers of the language. The expressive 48t lutta
counterpart d8t phutta
(92) 48t y%3… M"l; d8t ["NM N$Ás3; !"NM9 ।
lutta
outside
It went in just like that… [he] put it in, but it slipped back out just like that.
The expressive d8t phutta is also used vividly to depict the image of hopping,
popping or jumping.
(93) ,9"3; d8t d8t u@nl !:[" /8g; ।
phutta
The rabbit hopped all the way over to the garden.
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(94) d8t d7; ?"r; ।
phutta
All at once he took a big stride forward.14
(95) d8t M"2!"j ?;!"i4 58iE?" ur; ।
phutta
All at once the mobile phone slipped from his hand and fell to the ground.
The expressive d8t phutta can be used to convey a sense of ease and alacrity when
urging someone to take a jump or to take a plunge into the water.
(96) d8t u&9 \u ।
phutta
Come on and hop in.
(97) d8t M"? d"4 ।
phutta
Come on and take a jump.
The closely related form -848t sulutta
the expressive 48t lutta
sense of slippery.

-848t sulutta also conveys the

(98) \я >!M"$ ,"$ ,"EL" 5"2 a_Y K73; aN$ 297"9( ,"e7; 5"2 2 -848t :3; ।
ani
ta

sulutta ga-yo
sulutta

This morning, when I was eating, the rice got stuck in my throat and then I ate
some wet vegetable curry, and the rice went down just like that.
(99) ?"%"

,;j" -848t y[«p3; ।
2

sulutta

like that.
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(100) NaE _; ,"EL" S"Ej(4& s"M" $/"i -848t y%3 ।
1

chir-yo
slip.into-[pfp/3s]

sulutta
sulutta

As [I] was eating millet stodge, it slipped down the hatch without my throat
even coming to know.
The stodge referred to in the last example is traditionally a cooked black paste
results in a stodge reminiscent of polenta. A bit of the black stodge is removed
other wet curry and consumed. The phonetic similarity but semantic distinctness is
noteworthy that can be observed between -848t sulutta
-848k sulukka, discussed previously.
The expressive l"t
doing something that should not be done due to a careless or inconsiderate attitude.
If there is no explicit agent, as in the case of a sentence with a mediopassive verb,
then the image conveyed is of an activity that is out of control.
(101) ,"$" !$"e9 /"#$"4"T NL$8 /$ ,"$"?" o-{l \e9 l"t M"2 M"l; ।
1

3

After the food had been prepared, she just came straight along and stuck her
hand recklessly into the food that was meant to be served to the guests.
(102) }"m44& 7"? :w9 9M&7; n"uE ?" 7"? :Lm :Lg }"m4 ae "?" !я"w9e9 l"tl 5"o-3; ।
1

bury/drive.in-[mp]-[pfp/3s]
In the place where [we were] working with the iron stake, whilst [we were]
working, the iron stake bounced back up15 from a stone that it had struck
and then dashed into the ground in another spot.16
The expressive Å"t
done something wrong or has not done what he or she had promised to do.
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(103) 7-l4"T $-;y{ Å"t u;4"?" M"=4-Y । M"=4 M"f%-Y ।
1

insert-[prt1
You just stuck it in the bag without asking anyone. So, you just stick things
[in your bag] like that, do you?
The following example with the expressive Å"t
lot of Kathmandu urban slang.
(104) 24& Å"t /"w9-Y । $">/-Y । !;k3"i-Y । 24& 7&NM ,8t"uE Ll$-Y ।

You really let [us] down. You blew it. You messed things up. You really
can’t manage to get anything done right.
The expressive ¾"t
unthinkingly.
(105) aÇs >!M"$ :"_( /©le7; M&$1 ? M"2?" 5e7; u;4" 58iE?" ¾"t %;_&9 L`N_eE ।
2

sprint-[pfp/1s]
The other morning, I just dropped the bag that I was carrying and ran off to
(106) t; >5я&7; 48:" ¾"t 58iE?" 9",&9 72" NM_7
& ; 2 । t-4"T -87"u$8 /Lg$ ।

1

So, where do you think you’re off to, just leaving the wet clothes on the
ground like that? Aren’t you supposed to be hanging them out to dry?
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The expressive p"c
ing without thinking, whereas the expressive É"c

-

Nepali proverb quoted below.
(107) !;f$ /"eE 5$&9 p"c $!;f$8 ।
/"eE 5$&9 É"c
।
speak-[inf2

]

1

sit.down-[inf2

1

]

Just because you got the chance to speak, don’t speak without thinking.
Just because you got the chance to take a seat, don’t just sit down unwittingly.
(108) 7"NM4" 5"i u8k&9 É"c /(9"?" !-&7; ys3; । 0"s0?" /(9"?" ["NM !c"4& \7"
:9&7; ys3; ।

(109) a* ?"n& 789" :w9 9M&7; n"uE ?" 78$"4 5"i tM"E /8:&9 7& 789" 5e7; ys3;
$5T7$ p"c !;4&7; ।
aru
gar-i
rah-eko
1

pug-era
thi-yo

ke

s"M"

bha-eko

bhan-ne
3

been talking, without having an inkling about what they had been talking
about, he just began blurting out his own ideas entirely out of context.

The expressive ur"p

-

Although the emphatic form ur"pl
of the following two sentences, the fate of the victim in the second case was bright.
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(110) 587m 5e7; !&4"?" M"m; :"uE ?" e7я$" Mя89-!80"4"T S94& ur"p [&/&7; ys3; ।

During the time of the earthquake, one elderly man was crushed [to death
in an instant] by a house that caved in on top of him.
(111) 587m :e7; !&4"?" M"m; :"uE ?" euj" 52(я4"T S94& ur"pl [&/&7; ys3; । aN$
M"?( -!lя$" >?4&9 52(я7; -78.4 ud"9 :$1 -d4 53 ।

2

At the time that the earthquake struck, one young nephew was suddenly
caught and squashed underneath a house, and then we got together and
managed to rescue and extricate him alive.
The expressive }"p

17

(112) M"?( S9 dN7n" ,&w9 M"m; :"_( 78NL 9M&7; ys3; । M"m; :"_(7; a:"N_ 7879 \i /8:&9
4;7 !M"L89 L"i4& }"p b&7 4:"u$8 53; ।
1

1

bha-yo
be-[pfp/3s]

]

1

As we were returning home, our car was careening along, and then a dog
denly slammed on the brakes.
(113) 5"@: 9M&7; 78,89;4"T }"p -?"t; ।
run.away-[prt1
[He] suddenly snatched the chicken that was on the run.
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The expressive k"p k"p
of eating in small round mouthfuls by munching one mouthful after the other. The
similarity in meaning and form to the Dutch
“mouthful” is striking. Possible implications of the meaning can either entail that one is eating by oneself in a
speedy fashion, one mouthful after the other, as in the last two examples.
(114) -!lя$" 5;7"e7" ?"n&7; %& u?" !-&9 e74l k"p k"p ,"$ 2E4"T aG"9; 4":&$ ।

2

seem-[neg/pfp/3s]
Don’t you even feel a little uneasy munching blithely away sitting in front
of all these hungry people?
(115) 4;,74& tM"E !-&9 k"p k"p ,"ELl % ।
lokharke-le

-ndai

cha

The squirrel is sitting over there, munching away one mouthful after the
other.
(116) uo-$&9 9",&7; \48 $8$ ,;-m$( -E: k"p k"p ,"in ।

eat-[mp]-[prs/3s]

(117) ? ,"$" ,"ELl :9&7; !&4"?" !я"9 :iM"f$8 /$ 7"? /9&9 ?l4& 5"2 k"p k"p ,"e9 :i
M"4| ।
-dai
ga-i
]
1
par-ne
par-era maile
insert-[inf1
3
1

Whilst I was busy eating, the need arose to go run an errand in the market,
and so I ate my rice one mouthful after the other and then headed off
promptly [to the market].
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The expressive Å"p
bing action.

-

(118) t; :l(?" 78$l ?"n&4& Å"p %8 9(4& M"$&9 5"g; ।

run.away-[pfp/3s]
Down in that alleyway, some guy stabbed someone with a knife and then
ran off.
Up to this point, we have discussed the large set of expressives ending in the gem-

end of the word, but the remaining expressives demonstrate that this part of speech
is characterised by phonetic diversity.

The expressive ,848l khululla
(119) !,m?" 784; 5w9 /"$( ,848l !:&9 \uE % ।
1

khululla

come-[prs/3s]
During the rainy season, water just comes guzzling down the drainage
canals.
The expressive %2"%8 l
(120) S9?" 7&j"7&j(4& 7;NM 7;NM !&4" ,&f$& k??" /"$( %2"%8 l /;,&7" #n$Y ।
3

]

Sometimes when children are playing at home, they will be spilling water
left and right all over the place.
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(121) ? /"$( -"Lg yseE । /"$( -"Lm ,&w9 :"g( 4_&9 /"$( 58iE5w9 %2"%8 l 53; ।

bha-yo
be-[pfp/3s]
I was carrying water from one place to another. Whilst I was transporting
the water, the large copper water jug toppled, and the water was spilt all
over the ground.
As opposed to the expressive %2"%8 l
spilt liquids, the expressive h"91
ulate matter.

, which conveys the image of
-

(122) ? ,&2!"j {"$7; 5"9( !;7&9 S9 \uE Ll yseE । !"j;?" ?&9; {"$7; 5"9( d8j&9 {"$ я@2
-!l !"j;?" h"91 /;,3; ।

burden of paddy burst on the way, and just about all of the paddy was
spilt onto the ground.
The corresponding emphatic form h"9g
used to convey the notion of great speed, as if kicking up and scattering dust on the
way whilst whirring past.
(123) >!M"$ !"j;?" :"_( $l #nl$ 9 t@2 ,&9 ?&9; :"_( h"9g я"n ।

In the morning there are no vehicles on the road, and my car just goes
whizzing along.

The expressive Å"s
into something else in a nonchalant fashion. In the case of donning footwear, the
use of this expressive additionally, in most contexts, implies without putting on
socks.
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(124) Å"s ,8" M"f$& aN$
feet

।

insert-[inf3

3

]

Just stick your feet into those shoes and get a move on.
(125) я-7; /"3; t-7; [p4 0" я8t"?" Å"s ,8" M"f$& $:$81 ।

3

]

1

(126) 2&9; M"2?" 5e7; /"$(7; !;24 Å"s u;4"?" M"4&9 NM_Y $ । 7& L&,"e9 NM%-Y ।
bag-[loc]

Just put that water bottle away in your bag and move. What are you doing
walking about showing that thing?
(127) 7& !;N7 9"%-Y । t; 5"E_"?" Å"s M"4&9 \iя $ ।
ke
bok-i
tyo
na

1

Why do you keep on carrying that thing? Just throw it in that bin over there
and then come on back.
The expressive Ï0"s
bing one’s toe or bruising oneself.

-

(128) NML" NMLl ?&9; am"?" Ï0"s n& - 4"g; ।

apply-[pfp/3s]
While I was walking, I badly stubbed my toe.

veys the sensation of having eaten so that one is bursting at the seams.
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(129) − /e9" aS"u$& :w9 ,"i-Y ?
3

1

Have you eaten your feel?
− ?l4&

,"e7; %8 ।

I have eaten so that I am bursting at the seams.

There are several expressive ending in a geminate velar nasal, some of which appear
to evoke semantically similar images. The expressive o-w9ÑÒ
described as depicting the sensation of having cold water poured down one’s back.
Not surprisingly, o-w9ÑÒ
is used in precisely this context, but this expressive
is also used in other contexts where an experience elicits a similar type of shuddering sensation.
(130) ?&9; a"_?" y[-; /"$( /Lm Óяu $l o-w9ÑÒ 53; ।
bha-yo
become-[pfp/3s]
When cold water ran down my back, my whole body shuddered.
(131) \я >!M"$ un& 9 !"NM9 я"EL" -/1 L&,&9 ?&9; Óяu o-w9ÑÒ 53; ।
sarpa dekh-era mero
body

become-[pfp/3s]

When I woke up this morning and, as I went outside, I saw a snake and it
gave me the shudders.
(132) /"9"g"iN_F :Lm e7l [;¨j 24 :e9 d&9( ?"ys я"EL" ?&9; ?$ o-w9ÑÒ 53; ।
ek-ai
tala ga-era
mero man

become-[pfp/3s]

During paragliding, when swooping down and then coming back up all at
once, my mind was all a-shudder.
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The expressive 28*ÑÒ

29ÑÒ

(133) ? ?$?" 789" -;[&9 !o- 9",&7; yseE /%"N_ !"j p."n L"i \e9 !"S яs; 79"u$8
53; aN$ ? 28*ÑÒ 2o- eE ।
1

]

1

be.startled-[pfp/1s]
came along from behind and began growling like a tiger and I was frightfully startled.
(134) -_7?" NMN_ 9M&7; !&4"?" a:"N_!"j ["477; !-?" $5e7; !"i7 \e9 ?&9; %& uel
!"j я"EL" ? 29ÑÒ 2o- eE ।
rah-eko
1

na-bha-eko

mero

When I was walking on the street, a motorcycle that was manifestly not
under the driver’s control came from up ahead and then skirted right past
me and I got a terrible fright.
The expressive u-ÑÒ
(135) $9"m; -/$" L&,&9 :NM9; N$nd"!"j uÁse9 u-ÑÒ 5e9 >!uE ueE ।

be-[cg]
awaken-[mp]-[pfp/1s]
I awoke when I was startled awake from my deep sleep upon seeing a bad
dream.
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(136) -8L(/7; 9;NM2
-"s( -e$,"$( :"uE я"ELl ys3; । aN$ !"j;?" :"_( /©le7; ,!9
-8$&9 t; -"s( /r; N7 5$&9 -8L(/ u-ÑÒ 53; ।
rohit bhan-ne
-dai
thi-yo

3

ani

khabar sun-era

tyo

par-yo

ki

bhan-era

friend might have been a casualty of the accident.
The expressive n(ÑÒ
and obstinately failing to budge.
(137) 7"E_"S"9(L&, \uE L" M"m; "k(4"T L&, L&, /N$ "k( я"$& !"j;?" n(ÑÒ u>5e9
!o- 9M&7; ys3; । 7"4 ,;я&9 \e7; ?"n& 9M&% ।
dekh-i
pani
]
see-[prt
]
also
1
1
bas-i
rah-eko
taxi go-[inf3] way-[loc]
stand-[cg] stay-[prt1] remain-[ipp]
be-[pfp/3s]. epoch seek-[cg] come-[ipp] person remain-[ifp]-[3s]
he just kept on standing there right in the way of where the taxi was coming. He was obviously in a big hurry to meet the Grim Reaper.
The Nepali expressive [l"F
the form [l"ÑÒ
Despite its suggestively onomatopoeic character, this form, like other expressives,
is pronounced with a raised prosodic intonation.
(138) ?&9; ?;!"i4 [l"F /"$(?" /9&9 >!>g3; ।

My mobile fell into the water with a splash and was ruined.
The Nepali expressive Õ"ÑÒ
or smack.
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(139) %2?" 9",e7; :?4" ,-&9 !"j;?" NMN_ 9M&7; ?"N$-7; j"u7;?" Õ"ÑÒ 4"g; ।

struck the head of somebody who was walking on the road below.
(140) :"_( :8N_ 9M&7; !&4"?" :"_(7; j"394& ae ; uy%Ne9 }"47; .(."?" Õ"ÑÒ 4":&9
}"47; .(." d8; ।
1

As the car was rolling along, a stone skipped on the tyre and struck the glass
of the window with a big smack, and the window shattered.
vs 2040: 629) derive the Nepali form LF
from Persian
dang “astonished, confounded”. Although this etymology may be entirely correct,
part of the nativisation of this loanword is manifest in the fact that Nepali speakers treat the word as if it were a native expressive, pronouncing the word with a
LÑÒ
with the verb /$81 parnu “fall” in the expression LÑÒ /$81
“be amazed”,
and, despite its alien provenance, can now on phonetic grounds be categorised as

(141) -87L&04& 780&27; >5-" /"e% । >5-" /"eE 5$&9 LÑÒ /9&7; % । a! 780&2?" 7"? :$1["NM
-¸% N7 -kl$ ।

say-[cg]
do-[inf2
Sukadev got a visa for Kuwait. He is absolutely amazed that he got a visa.
Now [it remains to be seen whether] he will actually be able to work in
Kuwait or not.
The same proviso with regard to the form LÑÒ
the case of the form ?k makkha
our opening paragraph, we pointed out that expressives exhibit approximately the
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expressives would actually exhibit a more versatile syntactic valence than either
adverbs or adjectives. Yet as parts of speech, the syntactic behaviour of expressives
is unlike that of adjectives. Expressives cannot be used adnominally, and even their
occurrence in syntactic positions that can be occupied by predicate adjectives is
restricted.
Whilst expressives often act as the predicate complement of inchoative forms
of the verb #$8 hunu “to be”, such as a 53; bhayo or 5eE
, a collocation such
as *[-k 4"g;
yields unacceptable Nepali, although the verb
“appear, feel like, seem, appear, make itself felt as” pre-eminently takes
predicate adjectives. Whether this is a general grammatical constraint or simply
a question of lexical collocation is an issue which remains to be properly investigated. Similarly, the forms LÑÒ
?k
makkha
, but collocate uniquely with the verb /$81 parnu “fall”.
Perhaps the collocation and syntactic behaviour of an expressive has nothing to
do with the part of speech that expressives collectively represent, or perhaps there
is more than one category of expressive. It may just be that Nepali distinguishes
two sets of adjectives, as does Japanese, for example, and that these two sets of
Nepali adjectives exhibit different syntactic behaviour. On the other hand, collocation may have more to do with the lexical semantics of the particular form in question. For example, whilst both the expressives ¯k chakka and LÑÒ
combine
with the verb /$81 parnu “fall” to yield collocations expressing amazement, the form
a[m acamma
but this form does preferentially collocate with the verb
“appear, feel
like, seem, appear, make itself felt as”.
(142) t; ,!9 -8n" a[m 4"% ।

Listening to that news, it really strikes you as odd.
(143) t; d;j; M&99& a[m 4"g; ।

Looking at the photo, it really struck me as unusual.
In the case of the forms ¯k chakka and LÑÒ
syntactic constituent denoting the experiencer, i.e., the person who feels the sense
of amazement, whereas the form a[m acamma
enced. The difference in collocation would therefore appear to be a natural consequence of a difference in meaning. The precise constraints governing the valence of
expressives have therefore yet to be analytically better understood and documented,
for multiple factors may be at play. However, with the expressive a[m acamma,
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we have already lunged prematurely into the next section, which deals with expres-

The expressive Å"m
sequence, conveys the image of burying a sharp implement into a substrate as far
as possible.
(144) M"?( яW:4?" !$ 2v4 ,nl :9&7; !&4"?" M"?( -E:l :e7; -"s( $9&.4"T -"E/4& j;k;
5$&9 ? M"2?" 5e7; }"m4 58iE?" Å"m :"_&9 $9&.4"T M&$1 :eE ।
tarul khan-dai
gar-eko
ga-eko
p-le
her-na

ground-[loc]

2

who had come along with us had been bitten by a snake, I thrust the iron
rod that I was holding in my hands into the ground and went over to tend
(145) :"uE S97; ,&2?" L"iE :$17; 4"@: ,&27; :h"&?" :;*
>?f$& :w9 7B4; Å"m
:"N_n 9 :;*4"T t; 7B4;?" !"E{&9 :;* Se?"uE Ll L"iE :w9n ।
gar-na-ko
2

khet-ko
mil-ne
gar-i
be.suitable-[inf3
tyo

]

2

1

ra

dh-era goru
gar-i-ncha

a stake that is suitable for having the bull walk around in circles is thrust
then the bull is tethered up to that stake and the threshing can commence.
Note the phonetic similarity but semantic distinctness between the expressive
Å"m
and the expressive Å"p
, illustrated above.
The expressive ur"m
noisily shattering upon impact.
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(146) S9?" °$" N7$&9 l"e7; !80"4&

,;j" °$" 58iE?" u9&9 ur"m d8; ।
]

2

break-[pfp/3s]
After buying a mirror and bringing it home, father tried to get a good hold
of the mirror, but it fell to the ground, shattering into pieces with a big
crash.
(147) NMя; ?e4/"$(?" L8ij" :"_( e7 \/-?" n;N7L" L8ijl :"_(7; a:"N_7; .(." ur"m
d8j&7; ys3; ।

windscreens were shattered to pieces.
Note the phonetic similarity but semantic distinctness between the expressive ur"m
and the expressive ur"p
, illustrated previously above.
In conveying the sound of a single slap of the hand against a cheek, the expressive [^"m
inate bilabial nasal in the language. In the following example sentence, the second
syllable of the expressive is pronounced at quite a high pitch, and a prosodic caesura appears to lie between the expressive and the rest of the sentence, not in the
sense of a pause but in the shape of an abrupt change of prosody.
(148) [^"m :"4" /7"uE 5"i ।

Do you want me to give you one helluva slap on your cheek, little brother?

There are various ways of slapping people, and for a native speaker of Nepali there
is no mistaking the expressive [^"m
image of a single forceful slap on the cheek, with the expressive l"jY l"jY
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(149) NLL(4& 5"×я(4"T s847; :XM7"31 :$1 ?"N$$ 5$&9 l"jY l"jY :"4"?" NM7mu$8 53; ।
]

2

1

bha-yo
be-[pfp/3s]

]

on the cheeks.
The form l"jY l"jY
brings us to another subset of Nepali expressives,
reduplicated and rhyming forms. Some, but not all, of the reduplicated expressives
come close to onomatopoeia in character.
The expressive ¾"jY ¾"jY
ties taking place one after the other in quick succession.
(150) 9"?4& 4;[$7; M;j4?" 4;[$4& 4:"e7; 7"? ¾"jY ¾"jY :9&9 9"? y%j; S9 dN73; ।

(151) y[9$ я(0(4&
7"3m43?" -!l 7"? e7l y%$?" ¾"jY ¾"jY o-¶"e9 y%jl !я"9?"
-"s(Mv4"T
:3; ।

2

other, and then quickly went off to meet his friends in the bazaar.
The expressive ´"jY ´"jY
(152) \7".?" ne4; [(4 uL" [(47; /,&j" ´"jY ´"jY :9&7; -8N$3; ।
gar-eko sun-i-yo
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Somewhat similar in meaning and form to the expressive k"p k"p
kupu kupu
fuls and without pause, in the manner of child.

78/8 78/8
-

(153) t; !c"4& -!l 5"2 78/8 78/8 ,"3; ।

That child ate up all the rice, eating in the manner of a child.
Despite the difference in vocalism, the expressive 5252(
related to the noun 582582& bhutbhute ‘hot glowing embers’, which may occur both
as a noun in its own right and as an adjective to modify ,9"$(
‘ashes’. In
the following example, in which a ritual healer addresses a malevolent spirit which
he is driving out of the body of an ailing person.
(154) 582582& ,9"$(?" M"K4 KLn8 2E4"T । 3; ?"n&7; .9(9 %;_&9 5": ।
1

I shall put you into the glowing embers. Leave the body of this person and
begone!
The form {?"{?
executed quickly, energetically and without unnecessary delay.
(155) ?l4l 5$&7; !&4"?"

sidh-i-nthyo

7"? {?"{? .8* :9&7; 5e /"$( /$1 5n" a:"N_ o-y{n; ।

2

2

If you had started your work diligently and without delay when I told you
to rain.
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(156) 2l; ,&2?" {?"{? {"$
cal-dai

7"? [ll % ।
3

cha

The planting of rice seedlings is diligently in progress in the lower rice
The form dj"dj
quickly, energetically and without unnecessary delay.
(157) M"?( NLuE -; dj"dj NM_7
& ; 5e M"?( -"Eu $/Lg S9 /8É ।
bha-e
na-par-dai

2

ghar

If we had walked energetically and without delay during the daylight hours,
then we would have reached home before nightfall.
(158) t; /"w97; /M"_7; j8 p;?"

arrive-[inf2

dj"dj

M; 5$& 2($ SÙ" ?"tl 4"% ।

walk-[inf3

2

If we set off walking energetically and without delay to reach the summit of
that mountain across the valley, then it will only take three hours.
The expressive 5252(

evokes the image of intense internal burning.

(159) 7XÚ L"i4& :"uE ?" 9"M2 !"EL7
& ; L&,&9 7XÚ L"i7; -t8Mv4"T >5t->5tl 5252( /;4&7;
%।
kr
d-eko
dekh-era kr
bhitra-bhitrai

cha

When Krishna’s rivals saw how he was able to distribute relief aid in the
village [after the earthquake], they burnt inside with seething envy.
The form g"E g"E
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(160) ut0
"k( =4e9
!"j -e31 >!$"37 я"EL" ,&w9 !"$&±97; я&b"
k"o-F?" !"j; 7"¤Ll :9&7; euj" !"474"T 7;j&±9!"j
я"ELl :9&7; -"01яN$7
3"2"3"27; !-4& nk9 NLe9 u-4"T я&b" k"o-F?l S"i2& !$"e7; L&,&9 u2s
?$
$-7&9 "k( >5tl g"E g"E 9;3; ।
utsav
kheri
gar-eko
-dai

gar-eko

bas-le
bus[erg] smack

give[cg] he/she-[pat] zebra crossing[loc/emph]
dekh-era utsav
wounded/casualty make-[ipp] see-[cg] Utsav own mind
na-sak-era
bear-[inf2] [neg]-be.able-[cg] taxi inside/[emph]
royo
cry-[pfp/3s]

that very zebra crossing, Utsav could not bear the sight of it and broke
down sobbing right there inside of his taxi.
(161) /l-" 7?"u$ /9L&. :e7; %;9;7; LeS1j$"7; ,!9 -8$&9 S9?" 5e7B !ea( \?" g"E g"E
_"E7; %;_&9 9;e9 !-&7B %$Y ।
ga-eko choro-ko
money earn-[inf2] foreign.country go-[ipp] son-[gen] accident-[gen]
khabar sun-era
news hear-[cg] house-[loc] be-[ipp/fem] old/[fem] mother
ko
ro-era
chan
wailing release-[cg] cry-[cg] sit-[ipp/fem] be/[prs/3p]
When the old mother sitting at home heard the news about the accident of
her son who had gone abroad to earn money, she let out a wail and then
broke down and just sat there sobbing.
The expressive ^"F N7 ^"F
beating or striking.
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(162) $(4 !9"M( @29 S$Ý"?4& Mw94"T ^"F N7 ^"F >/j&7; ?l4& /N$ L&,| ।

(163) g"l( 4& ^"F N7 ^"F 7;L; 78¨jNLe9 я"u $ !"!8 ।
1

.18
In the case of reduplicated forms, the transition from expressives to onomatopoeia
appears to be a gradual one, separated perhaps by no more than a highly fuzzy and
However, unlike expressive forms, Nepali onomatopoeic forms tend not necessarily to trigger a pronunciation in a high pitch, and instead exhibit a pattern of
intonation characteristic of a direct quote. Moreover, unlike genuine expressives,
The following examples illustrate the onomatopoeic forms ^"F ^"F
"$ 78j8 "$ 78j8 ß"EF
aF aF
(164) 2"?"FMv4& ^"F ^"F _td8 !я"uE %$Y ।

The Tamangs beat the
(165) L?"T "$ 78j8 "$ 78j8 ß"EF /"9&9 L?" !я"u$ \e7; ।

2

The tailor came to play the
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(166) /l; S9?" !"L14(7; %"$; !$"uE L" яs"7; \0"я aF aF \i 9M&7; ys3; ।

rah-eko

]

1

thi-yo

When making the roof of the balcony next door, as they were hammering
Two reduplicated forms o-?o-? simsim [simsim] and 58-58- bhusbhus

58-58bhusbhus
o-?o-? simsim
evokes more the image of getting moist, since a perennially moist piece of land
also happens to be called a o-?
adjectival ending to yield the regular adjectives o-?o-?& simsime and 58-58-& bhusbhuse, which are used in the expressions o-?o-?& /"$(
and 58-58-& /"$(
, each of which translates into English as “drizzling rain”. These
adjectival forms are perhaps even more frequent in usage, but the following examples show that the plain expressives can be used as such.
(167) o-?o-? /"$( /$1 s"l; ।
water simsim

2

It has begun to drizzle.
(168) 58-58-& /"$( /w9 9M&7; % ।
bhusbhus

1

It is drizzling.
The expressive ge? ge?
something crunchy.

[grum grum] conveys the notion of munching on

(169) y[u9" ?"tl % । ge? ge? [/"u$& । ge? ge? [/"uE Ll :$81 । L"E2 !=43; #n ।
chew-[inf3].
t baliyo hun-cha
chew-[prg] do-[inf1]. tooth strong be-[prs/3s]
munch on it crunchily. Just chew crunchily. [Your] teeth will be strong.
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The expressive :8l8F :8l8F
of a boulder. An etymological relationship obtains with the verb :8l"u$8
and the verb occur in the following sentence.
(170) M"m; S9 !$"uE L" ae " d8j"u$& n"uE ?" euj" ae " ?"ys!"j :8l8F :8l8F :8l"uE Ll \e9
euj" 7"7"4"T 4"g; । as2"4 4"ELl :Lm p"s>?7 u/["9 :$ n"uE ?" ?$81 53; ।
our

house build-[prg] boulder split-[inf3] place-[loc] one boulder

above-from

roll.downhill-[prg] come-[cg] one/[nhc]
-dai
paternal.uncle-[pat] strike-[pfp/3s]. hospital take-[prg/emph] do-[prg]
gar-ne
mar-nu bha-yo
primary
treatment do-[inf3] place-[loc] die-[inf1] be-[pfp/3s]
When they were building our house, at the place where they were splitting
boulders, one boulder came barrelling down the slope from above and
struck one paternal uncle. As they were taking him to hospital, he died at
Distinct from the reduplicated forms are the expressives that rhyme or show partial
reduplication, the latter commonly termed a jingle in some linguistic treatises. The
expressive 7c"k8[87
thing crumpled up and dented.
(171) ?Mtt/e+1 7":я/t 7c"k8[87 $/"9(7$ я2$ :9&9

/%1 ।

do-[cg] keep-[inf1
You have to keep important documents with care without wrinkling them.
(172) \я >!M"$ -_7?" !- 9 7 n;N7L" !- 2 /e9l 7c"k8[87 53; ।

This morning on the highway, when a bus and lorry crashed, the bus got all
smashed and crumpled up.
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(173) M"24& 7":я eujl /;7; /"9&9 ?&9; y[n( 7c"k8[87 /"w9$Y ।

Crumpling up the paper with her hand, she reduced my letter to a crumpled
up ball of paper.
Similarly, the expressive ?r"7?8*7
image of massage conducted by pinching and kneading movements.
(174) NMя; -89nd
& L"i7; Óяu L8,&9 ?l4& -89nd
& L"i7; Óяu ?r"7?8*7 /"NL e9 ysy[ NLe7;
-89nd
& L"i4"T a=47"@2 \9"? 5e7; ?M-8- 5e% ।

]

1

mahasus bha-e-cha
awareness become-[ifp]-[3s]
Yesterday, elder brother Surendra’s body was aching, and so I gave him a
massage, kneading and pinching gently. Afterwards, he began to experience a sense of relief.
The expressive :8j8j8
more pronounced onomatopoeic character than is usual in expressives, evoking the
sound of the thud thud thud of running feet hitting the ground.
(175) o-:j( я"ELl :9&7; !- /©l3; 5$&7; -8$&9 @2$(Mv :8j8j8 L`N_e9 !- /l&7; n"uE ?" /8:&7"
yse ।
-dai gar-eko
bhan-eko sun-era
they-[p]

thi-e
arrive-[ipp/p] be-[pfp/3p]

down below the road].
The expressive d4"2 d8482
thing that has been soaked or cooked to such an extent that it is soft or falling apart .
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(176) L.?" ?"?" S9?" ?"-8 /7"uE L" MÑ( $l d4"2d8482 #$& :w9 /7"u$8 5e% ।

be-[inf3

1

1

uncle, it turns out that they had cooked it [for so long] that even the very
bones had got mushy.
(177) >!M"$7; /Nt7" !"NM9 :&j?l >!-9 /Nt7" /"$(4& >!u&9 d4"2 d8482 5e% । \я7;
-?"["9 7& ys3; 5$&9 /ã$l /"ie$ ।

2

Having forgotten the newspaper this morning outside at the gate, the newspaper got totally soaked in the rain till it was reduced to mush. [We]
didn’t even get to read what today’s news was about.
The rhyming expressive ol& 7;l&
secret whispers at close quarters, with one’s mouth hidden behind the shielding
palm of a hand, or of concealed exchanges behind closed doors.
(178) :+&.4& \7".7; 789" :Lm \7".7; S9 /w90"9!"j ol& 7;l& 5e9 789" :$1 ,;я%
N7$5$& :+&.4& \7".7; !"9&?" $9"m; 789" :%1 ।

]

2

discussion do-[prs/3s]

vs

2040: 178) included an entry for ol" 7;l"

,

meaning described and illustrated here for the actually observed expressive ol&
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7;l&
might by implication entail looking around to see whether one is
being observed.
The rhyming expressive u78- ?878- ukus mukus [ukus mukus] conveys the image
of being in a stuffy place, not being able to get enough air or experiencing a suffocating sensation.
(179) 9"2( -8åL" 7;n"7; }"4 $,;=4 -82&%8 । 9"2( u78-?878- 5e9 d&w9 un& 9 }"4 ,;4&9
-82&/y% !l n(7 53; ।
1

2

It turns out that I had gone to sleep at night without opening the window.
When I got a stuffy feeling at night, I got back up and opened the win(180) {&9l я"_; 53; 5$& /N$ ? 9"2( -8åL" o-974& ?8, %;/&9 7NMll -8KåL$E N7$5$& ?4"T
o-974& ?8, %;p; 5$& u78-?878- #n ।
2

ukus
mukus
Even if it gets very cold, I never cover my head with the quilt when I sleep
because, when I cover my face with the quilt, I get a suffocating feeling.
ness and the sensation of being smothered and unable to get enough fresh air can
be occasioned by an overly copious meal.
(181) NMя; !&487B ,"$" {&9l ,"e9 e7 y%$ 2 u78- ?878- 53; N$ ?4"T ।
ukus
mukus
When I ate so much yesterday evening, just for a moment I really got a
stuffy feeling.
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The expressive -9-92(
ment or going through a piece of writing cursorily.

-

(182) ?l4& 2/"æ7; N72"! -9-92( /a&E । ?4"T 9"m; 4":&$ ।

seem-[neg/pfp/3s]
I skimmed through your book, but it didn’t appeal to me.
(183) ?l4& @2m; NM-"! -9-92( M&9E& 29 ?4"T y[t !8u&$ ।

arouse-[neg/pfp/3s]

The expressive a4/t alapatra
not knowing what to do.
(184) -87L&0 \я 7"n?"_!"j y[20$ я"ELl:Lm !"j;?" u-7; /-1 /l-" 9 ?;!"i4 -!l M9"e9
aNM4& ?8©gF?" a4/t /9&7; % ।
sukadev
citvan
us-ko
pars
road-[loc] he/she-[gen] wallet money
alapatra
alapatra

ra
sabai
and mobile.phone all
par-eko cha
fall-[ipp] be/[prs/3s]

to do next.
(185) L4"44& L-я$" $&/"4( @0L&. 4:&9 a4/t /"9&9 %"^; ।
render-[cg]
abandon-[pfp/3s]
them in a state of not knowing what to do next and then abandoned them.
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(186) -8N$44& M"m; 7"? .8* :9&9 \{" 7"? ?"t :9&9 !"E7B 7"? a4/t /"9&9 %;^; ।
sunil-le
Sunil-[erg] our
work begin do-[cg] half work only do-[cg]
remainder work alapatra render-[cg] abandon-[pfp/3s]
abandoned the work leaving it in a state so that it would be hard to pick
up and complete the task.

and exhibit neither reduplication nor rhyme. One of this small set of expressives
even has a known etymology, as do the expressives n$k
, 2$k tanakka,
j$k
, d$k phanakka and -$k
Yet the transparency of their
etymology somehow does not diminish the sound symbolic qualities and expressive force of the form in question. In origin, the expressive j"/
is clearly the
noun j"/
,89
khur, which denotes the hoof of a cow, goat or buffalo. The expressive j"/
evidently derives from the expression j"/
, whereby the verb
kasnu means “to tie up [a knot]” or “to tighten [a belt, rope or cable]”. The expression j"/ 7s;
can be translated as “he bolted off”, “he dashed off” or “he
absconded”, literally “he tightened up the hoof”.
(187) u;4" >59&9 j"/

।
]

3

Let’s strap on our bags and get the hell out of here.
(188) t; 7&j"4& M"m; 5"i 7; ,&4`$" [;9&9 j"/ 7-&% ।
kas-yo
tighten-[pfp/3s]
That boy stole our younger brother’s toy and then beat it.
The colloquial expression has, however, given birth to the use of the form j"/
as an expressive, evoking the image of having vanished without a trace.
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(189) 2E4"T ,;jl /8=4- \i /8g; । 2E j"/ n;7Y 3M"E!"j ।
pulis
you-[pat] seek-[prg/emph] police come-[prt1] arrive-[pfp/3s].
tã
you
bump here-from
The police have come looking for you. You, beat it from here.
(190) 2/"æM* \e7; L&,&9 u 5,19l 3M"E!"j j"/ 5"g; ।
dekh-era u bharkhar-ai
you-[p]
come-[ipp] see-[cg] he just.now-[emph] here-from
run.away-[pfp/3s]
He just left in a hurry at the moment he saw you guys coming.
(191) ?"n&4"T @0L&. /n"uE %8 5$&9 m"$/"u09 [4"u$& ?"n& 2( ?"n&Mv7; /l-" ,"e9 j"/
53; ।
]

3

become-[pfp/3s]
The guy who was running a manpower agency to send people abroad for
employment vanished without a trace after taking all their money.
(192) − -8N$4 a! 72" :3; ?

Where did Sunil go now?
− -8N$4 a! 3M"E!"j j"/ !
sunil aba
Sunil now here-from
Sunil has now vanished from here without a trace.
The expressive j"/
can even be used by itself. An alternative shorter answer
in the exchange recorded in the last example could also be just the word j"/
,
used on its own.
The expressive Õ"E
in sheer puzzlement.
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(193) 4"j"4& /"/" M&97
& ; яs; 7& Õ"E /9&9 M&%1-Y । я"®W NM_ ? o-2 । !"j;?" a* /N$ L&%-Y ।
her-eko
par-era
idiot-[erg] piece.of.bread look-[ipp] like what
become-[cg]
aru pani
look-[prs/2s]. go-[opt/1p] walk I-with. road-[loc] other too
dekh-chas
see-[prs/2s]
What are you standing there for, gaping like an idiot who has never before
seen a piece of bread. Come on, walk with me. On the way you’ll see
even more.
(194) 7NM4& 7tp8j9 $L&,&7; ?"n& [9(7;j /8:&9 ?"n&Mv 7tp8j9?" 7"? :9&7; L&,&9 u Õ"E /9&9
M&Lg ys3; । aN$ ?l4& -tu"eE 5"i -W-"9 {&9l a:"N_ !Na -k; 5$&9 ।
gar-eko dekh-era u
person-[p]
computer-[loc] work do-[ipp] see-[cg] he/she
par-era
her-dai
ani
maile
become-[cg] look-[prg] be-[pfp/3s]. and.then I/[erg]
explain-[pfp/1s] younger.brother world much
sak-yo
bhan-era
already-[pfp/3s] say-[cg]

ahead advance-[prt1]

When somebody who had never seen computers before showed up in
gaping. At that point, I explained to the guy, “younger brother, the world
has already moved on ahead’.

As parts of speech, Nepali expressives are distinguished from simple adverbs,
which in Nepali may have meanings which are not necessarily so simply expressed
in English. For example, the adverbial particle /; po in example sentence (4) indicates that the meaning expressed by the preceding syntactic constituent, which the
particle /; po governs, is contrary to the expectation of the speaker. Similarly, the
adverbial pair k"9&
and b"9&
also express subtle meanings. The adverb
k"9&
expresses uncertainty on the part of the speaker, as if the speaker is
hedging or expressing a hunch.
(195) ?4"T o-«k? !s" !s" !;9 4"@: -k; । ? 2 я"uE k"9& $&/"4 ।
1

I already feel quite bored, staying in Sikkim for so long. I wonder whether
I should not just go back to Nepal now.
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This uncertainty on the part of the speaker expressed by k"9&
can even
be used in the imperative or in questions. When leaving, it is common to wish
the person well who is staying behind, saying 9"m;o-2
hos “remain well”, but a speaker who is going away for a long time or who has
other reasons to harbour some sense of uncertainty might wish the person staying behind well, saying 9"m;o-2
k"9&
“remain
well, I guess”. It is possible to modify a simply question such as 72" NM^;
“where did he go off to?” with this adverb, but the difference between this
question and 72" NM^; k"9&
is a subtle one. The speaker is still
essentially posing the same question, but the addition of the adverb k"9&
is
a hedge, which shows some reservation on the part of the speaker with regard to
any presuppositions which might be implied or could be construed from the very
question.
The adverb b"9&
marks a proposition that is contrary to what has already
just been maintained or has previously been contended in some other context.
(196) j(7&4"T ?&9; $m9 3"L 9M&$% । ?l4& -89.
& L"i4"T ?&9; $m9 NLL" ,&w9 j(7&4& M;i$
5n; । aN$ d&9( ?l4& -89.
& L"i4"T tM( M; b"9& ?&9; $m9 5$&9 j(/"eE ।

have.someone.jot.down-[pfp/1s]

note it down.

was in fact my number, and I had him

Whilst remaining silent on the possible etymology of k"9&
vs 2040: 989) propose that an etymological relationship obtains between
the adverbs b"9&
and the reported speech marker 9&
This hearsay evidential
is tagged onto the end of an utterance, including questions and imperatives, indicating that the speaker is relating or repeating a contention or statement made by
19

Nk3"@0.&6+
“adverbs” in their dic, noting, however, that these forms have an a$879+
“mimetic basis” in the Aristotelian sense.20 Nonetheless, some
includes
entries for the following 74 forms illustrated in the present study, listed here in
the order in which they have been presented in the present study: -8j8k
,
,8-8k khusukka, /848k pulukka, ,8t8k khutrukka, 5828k bhutukka, я8*k
tionary
?e4
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, n$k
, 9$k ranakka, 2$k tanakka, j$k
, d$k
phanakka, d9k pharakka, -$k sanakka, ,8*k khurukka, [-k casakka,
j8 p8k
, /8j8k
, jk
, [jk
, y[¨jk
, !8*k
burukka or !84k
81
burlukka, 58-8k bhusukka, /jk
and /jkl
,
¯k chakka, a8 k
, j8 -k
, -848k sulukka, >/=4k pilikka, ?k
makkha, d"d8
, s"
, ¹0"
, »0"
, ¾"
,
48t lutta, d8t phutta, l"t
, Å"t
, ¾"t
, p"c
, É"c
, }"p
, k"p k"p
, Å"p
, ,848l khululla, %2"%8 l
, h"91
, h"9g
, Å"s
, Ï0"s
,
, o-w9ÑÒ
, u-ÑÒ
, n(ÑÒ
, LÑÒ
, a[m acamma,
Å"m
, ur"m
, [^"m
, ¾"jY ¾"jY
,
Y
Y
´"j ´"j
, 78/8 78/8 kupu kupu, {?"{?
dj"dj
,
5252(
, o-?o-? simsim, 7c"k8[87
, ?r"7?8*7
ruk, u78- ?878- ukus mukus, -9-92(
, a4/t alapatra, j"/
.
Seen against this background of lexicographical thoroughness, the sixteen forms
illustrated in the present study that are not covered by a lexical entry of their own
in the
include the expressives d828kl phutukkai, -41k sarlakka, -848t sulutta, ur"p
, 28*ÑÒ
, 29ÑÒ
, [l"ÑÒ cap, Õ"ÑÒ
, l"jY l"jY
, g"E g"E
, _&F N7 _&F
58-58- bhusbhus, ge? ge?
, :8l8F :8l8F
, :8j8j8
, d4"2
d8482
and Õ"E
quite a number of expressives that I have not yet observed, e.g. ,8s khussa, l"k
, s8t thutta, ê"t
, ê"s
, ë"t
, ,848k khulukka. At
least a few of these expressives in the dictionary were unknown to the speakers
whom I consulted, but it is good to keep in mind that in some cases speakers prothey make sense.
In conclusion, after this review of well over seven dozen Nepali expressives,
which no doubt represent a mere subset comprising some of the more frequent
expressives in the language, it can be observed that expressives constitute a part
of speech representing a grammatical category in its own right, distinct from both
adverbs and predicate adjectives. Moreover, despite being suffused with sound
symbolism, expressives in Nepali constitute a category that is distinct from onorelationships may obtain between expressives and other parts of speech.
site and a prelude to an analytical semiotic treatment of these parts of speech.
Assembling the expressives in this way reveals that many expressives appear to
of expressives ur"p
vs. ur"m
and Å"m
vs.
Å"p
suggest the psychological reality of particular semiotic values in
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they can capture what elements of meaning are added to an utterance through the
presence of a particular expressive and precisely what meaning comes to be lacking when the same utterance is pronounced without that particular expressive, e.g.,
incorporate so many expressives in their monumental lexicographical work. Yet
dictionary entries seldom contain examples of actual usage. Moreover, the perenthat are not ultimately circular looms even larger in the case of expressives. It is
yet another tribute to these great lexicographers that they provided so many semanmanaged to document.
Expressives are observed to be more frequent in colloquial registers of speech
than in elevated literary styles, and certain speakers can be observed to make incessant use of them, whereas others use them sparingly. Expressives represent just
one facet of the beauty and expressive power of the Nepali language, and they
are but one of the multifarious factors which add to the already robust linguistic
topography of the Nepali language.21 It is my hope that this study will inspire a
more comprehensive semiotic studies of these parts of speech, both in order to
document these intriguing and lovely elements in the Nepali language, but also
for the light that these parts of speech and their semiotic traits and phonaesthemic
characteristics may shed on the relationship between form and meaning and on the
nature of language itself.

The abbreviations used in the interlinear morpheme glosses are explained in the list
below. In the context of the Indian subcontinent, serial verb constructions used to
be termed
or compound verbs (
; Hacker 1961),
a term for which
used the contraction converb. For semantically
similar grammatical categories in Limbu and Dumi (van Driem 1987, 1993), I
introduced the term “perfect gerund”, abbreviated [pfG], in view of the phenomenon that serial verb constructions in Limbu, Dumi and, for that matter, Nepali
distinguish between a “present gerund” category, abbreviated [prG], denoting a
situation coetaneous with the situation denoted by the main verb, and a “perfect
gerund” category, denoting a situation that is either temporally anterior to the sitthe situation denoted by the main verb.
Although each grammatical category no doubt has its own precise language-speof category is principally used in serial verb constructions. In view of its meaning
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and syntactic function, the term “perfect gerund” is therefore arguably more apt
than the descriptively less adequate terms “conjunct verb”, “compound verb” and
“converb”. In order to emphasise the fundamentally adverbial character of the category and its syntactic role in clause chaining, however, I here introduce the term
“concatenative gerund”, abbreviated [cg], for the Nepali category expressed by

I termed a “present gerund” [prG] in the context of the Limbu and Dumi grammars
in that the category depicts a situation coetaneous with the situation denoted by the
main verb. However, this Nepali grammatical form is morphosyntactically more
participial in character than what I am here calling the concatenative gerund, and
continuous tenses. For this reason, I have chosen to use the abbreviation [prg] for

con

conditional conjugation

fem

feminine

inf1
inf2
inf3

neg

negative morpheme

p

plural
affected actant or recipient or the goal of the activity or situation denoted
by the verb

pfp
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pos

possible future

prs
prt1
prt2

present tense

s

singular

2
3

second person
third person

Key pieces of Nepali journalism covering the orthographic controversy are
listed below in chronological order of appearance online. The name or nom de
plume of the journalist is cited when available. All online postings are dated
except for two, and the undated postings are listed between the entries for
2016 and 2017. My cordial thanks goes to L(/7 a3m4
more complete.
.8d 4&,9M&7"4"T a.8d 4&,-Y
M"s"sL 7"? 5i9M&7; %’ — я!я1s( N$3? $4"L,
5"6"4"T
:@2?"
NLUE — 0+1 @0n"- N7 0+1 @0$". !
2073 5L` 8, i.e. 24 August 2016), Online Khabar
я$ -9;7"9

$&/"4( 5"6" @00"L -W-L?", %"$@0$ ->?@2 :n$ :$1 ?":

2016), $&/"4 я"/"$ _jY 7?Y Nepal Japan Dot Com
$&/"4(-5"6"-@00"L--W-L?"
5"6" @00"LÒ a*4& я!я1s( 4"d /"ie$ N$ !
ni! (2073 5"d 21, i.e. 6 September 2016), Online Khabar
9;NM2 ,@20_"
7& M; 5"6" @00"L ? 5"6" @00"L a! -W-L 9
aôõ3"9?"
2073
5"d 22, i.e. 7 September 2016), -&2;/"j(
я;2"9& {"i!"
‘5"6" >!:"Lm \?"4"T 4"t"4& NM7meяs; 5e7;
%’ — 5"uяe-E: _9"uE Ll ‘5"6" >!:"$’ ?"ys pM"9
(2073 5"d 22, i.e. 7 September 2016), Online Khabar
-0c /8g; 0+1@0n"- @00"L
24, i.e. 9 September 2016), Outline News Service
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/e01n"3"{(.Mv4& 5$&, ‘5"6"4"T asvs $/"9’
2073 5"d 26, i.e., 11 September 2016), Outline News Service
?nt(7; N$+134& 5"6" @00"L aL"42 /8g;
(2073 5"d 27, i.e., 12 September 2016), !77; -?"["9
bankkosamachar.com/?nt(7;-N$+134&-5"6"
3-9( яún3; 0+1@0n"- ÷ 5"6" @00"L
2073
a-;я 1, i.e., 17 September 2016), 9"я{"$( 4;7>p3 9"oü3 LlN$7
aN$4 .?m

$&/"4( 5"6" @00"L7; an31 : aN$4 .?m
T-9"2; ,!9 Erato Khabar
$&/"4(-5"6"-@00"L7;-an
5"6" .?m
5"6" @00"L?" L;s; w9j
2073
a-;я 5, i.e. 21 September 2016), $":w97 neя
9"--

5"6"4"T яs"5"0( $>!:"$1 p"¶"/77; a$89;{
2073 a-;я 8, i.e., 24 September 2016), On-

line Khabar
L8:m L84"4
5"6" @00"L /e+1 iя4"-?"
(2073 7"@2 7 1, i.e., 17 October 2016), $":w97 neя

-

5"6" @00"L?" /y% M; e7&_&?(, .b7;.7; /y%l; -Ws9+ ,"9&я — $0 -Ws9+ N7$&7"
/"n74"T $3"E .b7;. u/4b :9"i$&
2073 ?Wo-9 2, i.e., 17 November 2016), Online Khabar
$&/"4( !XM2Y .b7;. 2072 ,"9&яÒ 5"6" @00"L7; $3"E */
2073 ?Wo-9 2, i.e., 17 November 2016),
/;s
Acharya Digital. 2016. $&/"4( 5"6" @00"L !"9&7; -W0"L (_". M&?" 9"я ay{7"w9 9
[e_"?K+ :`2?)
YouTube
7$7 ?"K+ L(=k2
$&.7..8.4&.– 1991 − $&/"4( 4&,$(4"T
$&.7..8.4&.4& 80 061 я@2 9"ml-E: _;*r"e7;?" Nt@07" 7&M( p"._".Mv7; NMjя& -8{"94&
$s@24"T $b&-"4ayS7; яsl !$"e7; %, 78$l N$3?
!"¶2" %l $।
NM?"4 ,!9/Nt7"
_". {$p-"L -80&L(

(posting not dated),
$&/"4( 0+1@0n"- : @00"L 9 a!7; !"j;
9"2;/"j(

!c8 @07
5"6" @00"L: @02'" /9"Óя2
(2074 0l.", 1, i.e. 14 April 2017), NM?"4,!9
p7". o-40"4
?"t -8{"9 :w9$&
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2074 0l.", 1, i.e., 14 April 2017), $&/"4 ,!9

-F
2067 /8- 26 – 29, i.e.
2068 [l2 14 :2&, i.e.
2069 -"u$ 22 :2&, i.e.
2073 5"d 24 :2&, i.e.
2073 a-;я 3 :2&, i.e.
2073 7"@2 7 30 :2&, i.e.

10

11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18

was adopted by Clark (1963).

, and 2073 7"@2 7 1 :2&, i.e.
.

.

ys
#$8 hunu “to be” is glossed as “be”,
whereas the inchoative past stem 5“happen”, depending on which gloss appears to be most explanatory for an English
reader in the given example sentence. The word 789"
may be glossed variously
as “discussion”, “matter”, “thing”, “language”, whatever appears to be the most apt
English rendering in the given context.
The verb
bhannu “say” yields an array of grammatical function words. The form
5$&9 bhanera, the concatenative gerund of
bhannu “say”, serves as a postposition
marking a direct quote or subordinate clause. Similarly, the postposition 5$& bhane,
bhannu “say”, meaning “if”, marks a
bhanne
the verb
bhannu “say”, and the postposition 5N$ bhani (sometimes written as
5$(
bhannu “say”, terminate a
subordinate clause or a proposition in the sense of “that” or “namely”. In the latter
function, the use of this verb is reminiscent of the antique Dutch usage of the subjunctive
form zegge “say” formerly used on bank cheques and negotiable instruments on
paper, introducing the precise value denominated in guilders. The postposition 5$&7;
bhaneko
“signifying” or “means”, although the form is also used straightforwardly as the
bhannu “say”. Similarly, the
form N7$5$& kinabhane
verb
bhannu “say”, remains etymologically transparent in meaning literally “if it
be asked why”.
!"!8
is an affectionate term of address.
The terms -;l(
, roughly “brother-in-law”, and -;©l$(
, roughly “sisterin-law”, are borrowed kinship terms, sometimes heard in western Nepal, and do not
properly constitute part of Nepali kinship nomenclature, but represent a rival subsystem
in Nepali kinship terminology (cf. van Driem 2019).
Non-native speakers might like to exercise care in distinguishing this form from the
phonemically distinct words %k"
“poofter” and [k"
[k cakra]
“tyre”.
Some speakers can be heard to use the more colloquial expression j"F ?"$81
The iterative or vibrational sense of !я"w9$8
is lost in the English translation.
In western Nepal, a }"m4
is called a :4 gal.
This expressive is not to be confused with the form }"/
plastered”.
Used as a metaphor, the Nepali expression g"l( [4"u$8
“operate the
threshing device” means to work in a speedy and relentless manner.
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k"9&

is manifestly k"

“what”, an older form of 7& ke
b"9&
as Persian “!"M”
. It is not quite clear, however, to which Farsi form they are making reference, e.g.
the form
of the word
“let it be” or “so be it” or the exclamation
,
presumably not the noun
“sperm, virility”.
20 Aristotle is known in Indic languages such as Nepali as a9s8 Arastu
2040: 38).
21 cf. van Driem (2016) for an elucidation of the concept of linguistic topography.
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